
















INTRODUCTION 

The number of applications of Boolean algebra to digital computer tech- 
nology within the past decade has grown at the same exponential rate as 
has the number of digital computers themselves. 

The perusal of a typical current issue of a journal such as the Institute 
of ElectricaI and Electronics Engineers Transactions orz Electronic Com- 
puters rapidly convinces us that today's Boolean algebra is far removed 
from the early mathematical novelty it was around 1854 in the time of 
Boole." Such a statement is not intended to deride the work of Boole, 
but merely to emphasize that Boolean algebra today is still evolving. Early 
developments in the modern algebra of switching, revitalized by C .  E.  
Shannon and applied to logic and switching circuits in 1938," were in- 
tended to serve as guides to thinking and aids to solutions of interesting 
problems in mathematical logic. 

Probably the high point in the early uses of Boolean algebra is demon- 
strated by Lewis Carrollvn his delightful books Symbolic Logic and The 
Game of Logic, both of which have been recently reprinted from the 1896 
edition as a single volume in the Dover series. If the reader does not object 
too strenuously to the "theeing" and "thouing" which takes place, the 
volume may provide him with many hours of enjoyable, organized, logically 
oriented puzzle solving. The important benefit to be derived from this book, 
however, is not based upon its recreational value, but rather upon the use 
and emphasis placed by Carroll on a rather ingenious and original version 
of the now-famous Venn diagram. The marked lack of aids to visualization 
which characterizes Boole's works is commendably supplemented by 
Carroll through his introduction of an interesting version of diagram (not 
endorsed by this writer) as a tool to the ardent puzzle solver. 

Let us briefly examine Carroll's diagram with an eye toward its short- 
comings and interesting features. 

As is the case with most of the diagrams which have been proposed, 
Carroll's diagram attempts to partition the space of our attention into pairs 
of mutually excIusive regions. In this manner, any of the combinations of 
characteristics which are of interest in our discourse can be easiIy identified 
in terms of unique portions of the diagram which is in use. The item which 
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makes Carroll's diagram interesting, however, is his arrangement of 
the component portions. In Figure 1 we see the Carroll diagrams for 
N = 1, 2, 3,  4, and 5 variables, respectively. Attention is rapidly drawn to 
the fact that as the number of variables increases, the complexity of the 
diagram increases to the point that the diagram becomes difficult to 
visualize, let alone to use. It  is very difficult to label the component por- 
tions because discrimination between inside and outside is being made for 
the third, fourth, and fifth variables. 

C-Unshaded portion 

e ~ h a d e d  portion 

C and D same as on N=4. 

E-Above diagonal ( I  ) 

FIGURE 1. Lewis Carroll's diagrams for the arrangement of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 
variables of discourse. 
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The most significant aspect of Carroll's application of these diagrams is 
the emphasis which he placed on rules which tell the operator what areas 
are to be considered of intercst in thc process of analyzing a given logic 
problem. Carroll's treatment is rather extensive and will not be delved into 
here to any great depth other than to emphasizc the use to which he put 
diagrams in his analysis of logic problems. 

The application of Carroll's diagram whcn thc number of variables 
exceeds four unfortunately becomes extremely unwieldy, and as a result 
the operator tends to deride his techniques; however, a far superior dia- 
gram is available for purposes of analysis of Boolean configurations and, 
carroll's diagrams notwithstanding, his rules still appIy directly. This alter- 
native and superior diagram was presented by Venn,i;' who gives credit to 
Marquand. 'l 

This better diagram has unfortunately not bcen as widely accepted in the 
literature as a variant known as the Karnaugh m a p . " T h e  main factor 
which has caused the acceptance of the Karnaugh map is the advantage 
(dubious to this writer's point of view) which it has in displaying the Gray 
property""-that is to say, as one moves between adjacent squares of the 
Karnaugh map, only one variable at a time changes statc. While this is not 
true of the Marquand map, the Marquand map has several other desirablc 
features which to this writer make it far superior both in usage and 
visualization. An example of each map in the case of six variables is pre- 
sented in Figure 2. 

The structure of the Marquand map is based logically upon a geometry 
utilizing powers of 2 directly. Thus, the variables each are associated with 
a rectangular area which is an integral power of 2 unit squares on a side. 
Furthermore, the areas associated with the same variables which are not 
contiguous with each other are located an integral power of 2 squares apart. 
Much more important than this, however, is the fact the minterms are 
located in consecutive order on the Marquand chart. A direct consequence 
of this latter observation is the fact that it is possible immediately to con- 
struct by inspection the Designation Number for a function which is repre- 
sented by a given Marquand diagram. We shall have much more to say in 
the context of Designation Numbers in the main body of this monograph 
for it is the Designation Number which is fundamental to a11 of the digital 
computer investigation which was carried out. 

The Marquand diagram has nonetheless begun to appear in the litera- 
ture at last, notably in the works of Paul E. Pfeiffer"" and Morton N a d l e ~ . ~ ~  
Nad!er's treatment is one of the most extensive which this writer has 
encountered on the topic of functional manipulation based upon any of the 
charts or diagrams in vogue. 
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FIGURE 2 ~ .  Karnaugh map for six variables. 

FIGURE 28. Marquand map for six variables. 

FIGURE 2. An example of two charts currently in use for describing Boolean 
functions. 

Small numbers in the boxes are the octal counts of the minterms represented. 
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The idea of a diagram to hclp one visualize and manipulate the Boolean 
functions under study is quite useful; further, the diagram serves as a rapid, 
graphic, concise aid to communication with others. However, the diagram 
is beset with two major shortcomings w h i t  have influcnced this writer to 
shy away from it as an aid to analysis: the diagram is relatively large with 
respect to the amount of information it conveys, i.e., its spatial information 
density is low; and the diagram is inhcrcntly rectangularly organized, while 
the modern (particularly binary) digital computer is linearly organized. 
Thus, all of the information conveyed by a large diagram can frequently be 
conveyed by the bits in just one or a few words of a computer. Since the 
number of cells required for function description is 2", where N is the 
number of variables, it is obvious that the entire map can be compressed 
into a single binary word provided that the word length is not exceeded 
by 2". 

The functions which we shall be considering are represented by a logic 
network with no memory. Thus, we shall be interested in a representation 
of the form f (A, .,,..., A,,A, ,A,), which is diagrammatically illustrated by 
Figure 3 ~ .  We shall be interested in logic functions which depend statically 
upon their present input states to determine their output states. We shall 
consider one such function at a time. Consequently, since the greater part 
of the investigation is connected with the Boolean functions of four vari- 
ables, any of our functions is completely determined once we have desig- 
nated for which of the 16 input states we want the function to be in the 
one-state. "Don't care" conditions which are mentioned and used in the 
literature will be ignored. The reason for this is that each such "don't care" 
condition contributes a duplicity to the function under consideration to the 
extent of introducing to the discussion both the function in which the 
presence of the "don't care" condition is to cause the output to be in the 
"one" state, and the function in which the presence of the "don't care" 
input is to cause the output to be in the "zero" state. Inasmuch as suffi- 
cient information concerning the equivalence of the functions of four vari- 
ables is presented in Chapter IV to make it feasible f o ~  the circuit designer 
to investigate all of the functions to which his "don't care" conditions lead 
(if there are k such conditions, he has 2'. such functions to check for rela- 
tive desirability of usage), no attention has been paid to these conditions. 

In the present work we shall be interested in the problem of synthesis of 
logic networks which are based upon the majority organ (or, if so desired, 
upon the minority organ) as the basic building block. Since J. von 
N e ~ m a n n ~ ~  first proposed the use of the Sub-Harmonic oscillator, much 
work has been done in the investigation and development of devices which 
are inherently majority or  minority devices. The Japanese parametron- 
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FIGURE 3 ~ .  The logic network associated with a single Boolean function 

F I G U R E  3 ~ .  The logic network associated with a Boolean function which 
is derived from the function implemented in Figure 3,i after interchanging 
some of the inputs, complementing some of them, and possibly comple- 
menting the overall function. Even though the function so derived may well 
be different from that in Figure 3,\, the implementing network is the same. 

The  mall squares represent inverters, some of which may not be ~ ~ s e d  

FIGURE 3. A BooIean function and the function which results from a change of 
variables. 
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based computer has now become a classic machine which, while leaving 
much to be desired in the way of speed (a  30 kc information rate was 
used), has established unquestionably that a computer can be built around 
majority  device^,^^^ 

During the course of an earlier investigation this writer discovered that 
it was possible to synthesize the functions of two and three variables with 
at most two devices, provided that either the variables or their complements 
were available as inputs for the logic network as needed. One of the obser- 
vations which made the investigation of the two- and three-variable cases 
possible to perform by hand was the observation that many of the functions 
are equivalent to each other under various symmetry transformations, such 
as permutations or complementations of the inputs, or complementation of 
the output. Advantage of the same fact was taken in the course of the 
present investigation to reduce the number of functions under study from 
65,536 to 222. 

In 1952 R. L. Ashenhurst presented a paper to the Association for Com- 
puting Machinery in which he outlined the results of a computation of the 
number of significant switching functions under the symmetry operations 
of input permutations and input complement at ion^.^ The computation is 
not a trivial one to carry out, the results in the main coming from a general 
counting theorem due to P o l y a . l W e  number of significant functions is 
the number of functions in a nucleus set from which it is possible by sym- 
metry operation to generate all the functions of N variables. 

As will be seen in Chapter V, if one obtains an implementation of a 
given Boolean function with majority or minority logic, one can obtain the 
complement of that function by complementing all of the inputs and com- 
plementing all of the biases, if any are present. This means that the syn- 
thesis of the complement of a given function can be effected using the same 
equipment as the original function. Consequently an additional symmetry 
transformation is of interest in the context of majority/minority synthesis, 
namely complementation of the overall function. 

As a result of this observation, the tabulation of significant functions 
which was carried out as part of this investigation was done with function 
complementation as an allowed transformation. In Table 1 we have a 
tabulation of the numbers of functions and significant functions for one to 
six variables. Information connected with obtaining and using a table of 
significant functions will be presented in Chapters 111 and IV. Significant 
functions, along with a set of cross references connecting any function with 
its significant function, are givcn in the Appendices for the cases of one, 
two, three and four variables. 
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TABLE 1. 

BOOLEAN FUNCTION STATISTICS 
24,25,71 

Number of 
Significant 

Functions under 
Complementation and 

Permutation of 
I n ~ u t s  onlv 

400,507,806,843,728 
709,551,616 

7 Not known 

Number of 
Significant 

Functions under 
Complementation and 
Permutation of Inputs 
and Complementation 

of Output 

Not known 

In the course of this investigation we shall investigate five distinct areas: 
(1) Boolean Function Representation, primarily from the point of view of 
treating these functions with a binary digital computer; (2) Function 
Transformation, with the interesting set of transformations to include per- 
mutations of inputs, comple~lentations of inputs, and complementation of 
the overall function; (3) Significant Functions, a list of which can be 
obtained once one has the tools at hand to carry out the Function Trans- 
formations outlined above, coupled with an organized manner of carrying 
out all such transformations; (4) an Equivalence Tabulation in the form of 
a directory describing which of the significant functions is equivalent to any 
given function, and under which set of transformations; and finally 
( 5 )  Synthesis of the Significant Functions under an optima1 criterion based 
upon the number of devices used and the maximum required weight sum 
for any given device. 



CHAPTER I 

BOOLEAN FUNCTION REPRESENTATION 

A difficulty arises when one attempts to make a reasonable representa- 
tion of a Boolean function. On the one hand, we find an apparent need to 
display the tabulation of input states (minterms) which are to cause the 
function to be in the "one" state; on the other hand, we observe that the 
repetitious tabulation of such terms as ABCG + ABCD + ABED + 
ABCD does little other than confuse the eye. While there is much to be 
said on behalf of the minterms as forming the basis of a fundamental parti- 
tion of the space of discourse, in order that our study may have a firm 
theoretical background, there is nothing fundamental about the display of 
the minterms of the function in describing it. 

Ever since C. E .  Shannon's original paper in 1938") serious workers in 
the field of Boolean function investigation have been attempting to effect 
a general technique of simplification of these truth or logic  function^.^^,^^ 
To this day no general techniques have evolved. The topic of function sim- 
plification will not particularly concern us in this investigation, except to 
the extent that we can point out the following obvious fact concerning the 
deficiency of using the so-called First Canonical Form (minterm) repre- 
sentation of a Boolean function to describe it. The function 

appears at first glance to be a rather formidable ensemble of eight min- 
terms. However, one does not have to have a particularly sharp eye to 
observe that indeed this f(A,B,C,D) is nothing more than the function A. 
A variation of this minterm representat-ion is known as the "sigma" repre- 
sentation. This technique for represcnting the function is based upon the 
rather simple observation that it is easily possible to number the rninterms 
in a manner directly connected with the variables whose affirmative pres- 
ence they represent. 
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Thus, if we consider the j-th minterm of N variables to be of the form 

and if we further define the integer j by the equation: 

N-I 1 if A'Ic = Arc 

j = pIC2IC, where pr; = 
R = 0 

9 (3) 
0 if A', = A, 

then we have, in the classical manner,F0 defined a unique one-to-one cor- 
respondence between each of the 2' minterms of N variables and the 
binary numbers from 0 to 2"-1. 

The sigma notation for a function then dictates that the minterms which 
are present in the function are to be designated by a decimal listing of the 
minterm numbers just defined. Thus, the lengthy expression for A given in 
equation ( 1 ) is now written as : 

This expression is hardly any better than that in equation (1) .  However, 
it is a significant step forward in improving our description of functions in 
terms of computer representation. For the sigma form presented in equa- 
tion (4)  has placed each of the ordered input states which is to produce a 
"one" for the ourput of the function in plain sight. Further, if one were 
to consider computer manipulation of this array, it is immediately natural 
to allocate 2s (in the present case of N = 4, this would be 16 words) 
locations in the computer for the storage of this array. Inasmuch as the 
most reasonable way to store this information would be to insert two types 
of numbers to indicate whether the word corresponding to a given minterm 
should cause the function to be in the "one" state or the '"zero" state, we 
are immediately drawn to the scheme whereby we generate a vector (in the 
vernacular of computer users a "vector" is the technical term for a usually 
contiguous linear array of words) which is 2' words long. If the sigma 
notation for our function contains the integer which is the index of a given 
elcment of the vector, we store the integer 1 there; otherwise, we store the 
integer 0. 

Polished as this simple scheme may appear to be, the experienced com- 
puter user wiI1 immediately raise two important obvious objections: we are 
using a storage scheme which has both extremely low information density 
and inefficient word-, rather than digit-, orientation. The first shortcoming 
of this storage scheme is relatively unimportant, for the fact that our four- 
variable functional representation happens to take sixteen words rather 
than a single word presents no problem with modern computer memories. 
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The second objection, however, is important, for any scheme which re- 
quires the use of many words, instead of a single word, to examine the 
&aracteristics of a single function will be inherently slower in computa- 
tion time due to the excessive number of memory consultations and asso- 
ciated instruction execution times. 

It should be obvious by this point that there is nothing to prevent the 
computer user from storing the sixteen 1's and O's, which characterize any 
given 4-input Boolean function, completely within the digits of a single 
word, provided that the computer word length is at least this long. This 
simple rearrangement has led us rather naturally to the concept of the 
function Designation Number, which this writer first found in somewhat 
modified form in Robert S. Ledley's ~ o r k . ~ % s  long as our information is 
inherently two-valued, this scheme will work admirably. We shall have to 
abandon this efficiency, however, and resort back to a vector of values in 
Chapter V when we consider our study of the actual synthesis procedure. 

If we extend the numerical formation of minterm designation as out!ined 
in equation ( 3 ) ,  we come rather naturally to the following designation of a 
given function of N variables: 

where X j  = 0 iff = 0 when mj is present at the input, 
or X j  = 1 if f = 1 when m, is present at the input. 

We now merely define the designation number connected with function f 
in accordance with equation (6) : 

Since the human eye has difficulty grasping an array of digits much more 
than four bits long, let us adopt the convention that we shall break any 
designation number which contains more than four digits into four-digit 
groups. Thus the function given by equation (1  ) would be represented by 
the expression: 

Suddenly a semblance of order arises. Whereas the identity of the function 
given by equation (1) was all but obscured by its unwieldy appearance, 
equation (7) is not only compactly written, but it contains at a glance a 
uniform geometric clustering of 1's and 0's. This is more than a coinci- 
dence. As a matter of fact, there are several general characteristics for this 
designation number which we can formulate. 
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To begin with, the designation number associated with a function of N 
variables will have 2" digits. If we number our variables according to the 
indexing Ao,A1 ,..., A ,,..., As.l, then certain regions of NF are seen to corre- 
spond to the minterms which contain a given letter in the affirmative. 
Namely, the leftmost 2" digits of NF correspond to A,; the next 2'' digits of 
NF correspond to A,,; the next 2, digits of NF correspond again to AA~,; etc., 
until all of N F  has been allocated. Thus, if we concentrate our comments 
now on the case with which we shall spend most of our time for the 
remainder of this investigation, namely N = 4, we can make the following 
assignments : 

We can thus easily obtain the designation numbers for the elementary 
letters, A, B, C, D, and their complements. Let us adopt the one further 
convention of calling a given designation number by the same name as the 
function it represents, so long as no confusion is created. We then have 
equations (9) which illustrate the bits associated with single letters: 

These expressions for the elementary letters are nothing more nor less 
than the single-letter entries in the classic "truth table" representation for 
our functions. There are, however, three differences between these desig- 
nation numbers and the truth table entries: ( 1 ) this designation number is 
being presented as a binary number, while the usual interpretation of the 
truth table entry is in the context of an array of check marks with no 
numerical significance; (2) this designation number is written so as to 
emphasize its integer character within a computer; and ( 3 )  as we shall 
observe in conjunction with variable transformations, the designation num- 
bers given in equations (9) ,  along with the designation numbers for such 
elemental expressions as AB, AB, etc., form the nucleus for a systematic 
technique of changing variables. 

Since, as we observed earlier, the elemental blocks on the Marquand 
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chart correspond to the minterms and the allocation of space is such as to 
number the minterms consecutively, we can see at once that a given desig- 
nation number can be translated into a Marquand chart merely by placing 
the digits from the designation number, one right after the other, into con- 
secutive squares of the Marquand chart. In fact, we can now generalize the 
computer-oriented idea of designation number into a variant of the Mar- 
quand chart and observe that the Marquand chart and the designation 
number are one and the same thing, provided that we properly label the 
regions in question. 

Suppose, for example, as is the case with the Rice University computer, 
we are dealing with a machine which has 54-bit words. Then the largest 
designation number which can be carried in one word of the computer is 
that corresponding to N = 5 variables, which of course requires 32 bits. 
If we observe that there is nothing fundamental about the approximate 
squareness of the Marquand diagram (most writers elect to use arrays with 
sizes respectively for N = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of 1 X 2, 2 X 2, 2 x 4, 
4 X 4, 4 X 8, 8 X 8, and 8 X 16-i.e., square, if possible, and in the 
ratio 1 :2, if not possible), we can then pick its dimensions in terms of our 
computer word length. Thus, for the Rice computer, if we elect to construct 
the Marquand chart, we make it linear until the size becomes 32 squares 
(i.e., until N -- 5) .  For larger values of N, we keep one dimension 32 
squares, namely the horizontal dimension, and make the other 2, 4, 8, etc., 
squares as is appropriate. Outlines of the Marquand diagram for N = 1 
through N = 7 are shown in Figure 4. We observe that this organization 
differs, of course, from that presented in Figure 2 ~ .  But this organization 
has the advantage of being directly translatable in a natural way for extend- 
ing our internal organization of the digits to correspond to a Boolean 
function of more than five variables: namely, we would extend the number 
of words in the computer to two, four, eight, etc., as is appropriate, utilizing 
32 bits of each word until we have enough bits to describe the function 
under study. 

We may thus conclude that, when constructed in this manner, the Mar- 
quand map is precisely the designation number for a given function. 

In addition to placing the designation number into the low order bits of 
a word, this writer also found it convenient to reserve a few of the unused 
54 bits of the Rice computer word for the number of variables under study. 
Since the Rice word is actually divided into six bits for a floating-point 
exponent and 48 bits for a floating-point mantissa, the choice was arbi- 
trarily made to place the integer designating the number of variables into 
the exponent. This caused no confusion to the running code, since no 
floating-point arithmetic was used. The calculations performed were inher- 
ently logical manipulations. 
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Digif for digit labeling matches that for N = 5 or N = 6: 

FIGURE 4. Marquand diagrams for 1 to 7 variables when a computer with word 
length between 32 and 64 bits is in use. The extension to 8 or  more variables is 
accomplished by successive doubling of the vertical dimension. 
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AII computation was actually carried out on functions of between one 
and five variables; consequently, the provision for extension to multi-word 
designation numbers, while considered, was never actually coded except 
for the determination of the single devices of six and seven inputs. This 
decision was reached early in the investigation, since the inclusion of the 
generality of being able to handle six, seven, or more variables would have 
entailed additional time-consuming logic in every processing routine with 
no particular benefits to be derived. There are in excess of one million 
significant five-variable functions; consequently, a tabulation was out of 
the question. While a total tabulation of the six-variable functions (there 
being in excess of four hundred trillion significant ones) was beyond the 
wiIdest speculation, we might have argued that some of the six-variable 
functions could be handled. However, it was decided that the limited merits 
of this added ability did not warrant the additional program complexity 
and execution time. The point of this observation, then, is that the prc- 
grams which were actually written and used for this investigation will oper- 
ate only upon functions of up to five variables. Nonetheless, the techniques 
which were applied can easily be extended to larger numbers of variables, 
especially if the function designation is carried out along the lines of the 
Marquand diagram construction alluded to above. 



CHAPTER I1 

FUNCTION TRANSFORMATION 

We have proposed a definite structure for the arrangement of the infor- 
mation which describes a given Boolean function. An immediate challenge 
may be raised by anyone who is accustomed to the use of one of the many 
alternative schemes of function representation, especially the common 
Karnaugh map. We may therefore ask what advantage has the Marquand 
chart - or the equivalent function designation number - over other 
techniques? 

We have already partially answered this question by showing that (1) 
the designation number is based upon the binary number system, (2) it 
gives us a means of logically ordering our functions, and (3 )  it leads to a 
simple geometry which is strongly centered upon powers of two for its 
structure. If this were our only justification for using the designation num- 
ber, however, proponents of other schemes of function representation might 
observe that these are not really advantages in helping to study functions. 
Although this argument alone is open to question, we may nonetheless con- 
sider a much more important reason for adopting the designation number 
as our basis of Boolean function representation. 

Suppose we have at hand a given function in the form of its designation 
number. Suppose, further, that we are interested in performing one of the 
symmetry transformations upon this function, namely, we are interested in 
complementing one of the input variables. The nucleus of this discussion 
is now based upon the following simple question: Is it possible to produce 
the new functional representation knowing only the representation of the 
original function and the transformation involved? The answer is in the 
affirmative, along with the additional observation that the procedure is 
practically trivial if the Boolean function is represented by either a Mar- 
quand chart or the equivalent designation number. 

In order to develop the general rule of transformation which is involved, 
let us consider an example. Suppose that we have at hand the function of 
three variables given by equation ( lo),  

Let us further suppose that we are interested in forming a new function 
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which is the same as f, but after we have complemented the variable A. 
The newly desired function is obviously given by equation ( 1 1 ) : 

f'(A,B,C) = %B + AC. (11) 

However, if we are raising the question of transforming some representa- 
tion of this function within a computer under program control, we do not 
have the benefit of human intervention to dictate that the operation to be 
carried out is the placing of a bar (-) over the letters A where it does not 
occur, and removing it from the letters A where it does. 

We have already in the first chapter indicated how function representa- 
tion wiU be handled in our computer: we shall use binary numbers. The 
question then to be considered is whether we should use the binary- 
oriented designation number of the Marquand chart as proposed in 
Chapter I in preference to the Gray or other type of representation given 
by Karnaugh or similar maps. That the answer to this question is strongly 
in the affirmative is illustrated by the execution of the transformation in 
terms of designation numbers which will carry the function given by equa- 
tion ( 10) into that given by equation (1 l ) . 

We first construct the designation number for AB + XC. The sequence 
of operations is given by simple manipulations, starting with a set of rela- 
tions analogous to equation (9) ,  but for only three variables. The con- 
struction is shown in Figure 5 ~ .  

Figure 5~ shows the same construction for the transformed function 
f'(A,B,C) = XB + AC. 

Figure 5c shows the procedure for constructing the designation number 
of f' directly from that of f by the transformation of complementing the 
variable A. The procedure is to observe the columns in which the designa- 
tion number for A has l's, and the columns in which the designation 
number for A has 1's. (Obviously, these two sets of columns are mutually 
exclusive.) The key observation at this point, and the one which makes the 
designation number or Marquand chart far superior to any of the other 
representations in vogue today, is that these two sets of columns are geo- 
metrically similar. What is more, the columns in the A region are in one- 
to-one correspondence with those in the A region which are described by 
the same states of the remaining variables (in this case, 3 and C ) .  Conse- 
quently, the entire transforhation procedure involved in the complementa- 
tion of the variable A is nothing moTe than a direct interchange of these 
two geometrically identical regions. We merely pick up and exchange the 
four columns where A has 1's with the four columns where has 1's. 
Because of the basis of powers of two in the construction of the designa- 
tion number, this geometric similarity will hold, regardless of the variable 
being complemented. No other chart, mapping, or representation method 
has this property with respect to all variables. 
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First, we define the individual letter's designation numbers: 

We now carry out whatever side steps are required in order to 
form the representation of our function. In that component parts 
AB and XC are alluded to, we proceed to construct their designa- 
tion numbers by the process of direct columnar Boolean "anding" 
of the digits as is appropriate: 

In the construction of this function, we finally perform a logical 
"orring" of the bits, again on a columnar basis. If the representa- 
tion-of the given function were more complex than the simple AB 
f AC, which can be constructed with only these two stages, we 
would perform any additional steps as required until we finally 
arrived at the desired designation number: 

FIGURE 5 ~ .  The step-by-step construction of the designation number for 
f (A,  B, C) = AB + Ac. 

FIGURE 5 ~ .  The step-by-step construction of the designation number for 
f ' ( ~ ,  B, C) = AB + AC. 

FIGURE SC . The procedure whereby f(A,B,C) of Figure 5 ~  is converted 
into ff(A,B,C) of Figure 58 by the transformation of complementing the 
variable A. 

FIGURE 5, The construction of a function of three variables, the construction of 
its transformed counterpart, and the transformation procedure for direct conversion 
from one to the other. 
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The Karnaugh map given in Figure 2 ~ ,  for example, does not have this 
property with respect to any of the variables. At first glance we observe 
that the regions A and D are at least geometrically similar to their respec- 
tive complements; however, the column-for-column similarity in the 
regions, say A and A, which the Marquand map displays with respect to 
the variables B and C, simply does not hold on the Karnaugh map. The 
transformation which is required to complement the variable A is much 
more involved than an interchange of two geometrically similar regions, 
and consequently a configuration based upon the Karnaugh map requires, 
as a minimum, a reflection procedure coupled with the interchange of the 
columns in question. 

Before formulating the procedure in general, let us consider one other 
transformation on the function f. Let us this time complement the variable 
B. Obviously, this should produce the function P(A,B,C) = AB + KC.  
The reason for considering this transformation in addition to that already 
mentioned for complementing A above is that this time we have to deal 
with regions which are not contiguous. The important fact, however, is 
that they are still geometrically similar and, in addition, there is still a 
one-to-one correspondence with the individual Iocations of the variables 
which are not under consideration (in this case A and C). 

The details of this additional transformation are shown in Figure 6. We 
observe that this time the regions to be interchanged are not contiguous, 
as mentioned above. The individual components, however, which are being 
moved as one entity (namely, the two sets of two digits each associated 
with the region B, and the two corresponding sets of two digits each asso- 
ciated with the region B) are located in columns which are two spaces 
apart. This is not a coincidence, but rather a direct result of the geometric 
dependence upon powers of 2 in the construction of the designation 
number. 

The general rule for the transformation to be performed upon a designa- 
tion number, as a consequence of complementing the k-th input variable, 
is now easily formulated. As we have seen, the region associated with Ak is 
located in dusters of 2 9 i t s ,  starting with the left-most digit of the desig- 
nation number, and separated by dusters (which correspond to &) of 2k 
bits. We cpmplement the k-th variable by picking out the digits of the 
designation number in groups of length 2" The odd-numbered groups 
(i.e., the left-most, the third, fifth, etc.) are moved 2k places to the right; 
the even-numbered groups are moved 2" pIaces to the left. 

The Rice University computer has an order structure which is ideally 
suited to this type of transformation upon Boolean functions and their 
associated designation numbers. The two most useful aspects of the order 
code which were applied to this problem are the ability to mask out the 
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AB=1100 0000 
~ c = o o o o  1010 

f(A,B,C)=AB + A ~ = 1 1 0 0  1010 

FIGURE 6 ~ .  Construction of f(A,B,C)= AB+ Ac. This procedure exactly 
duplicates Figure 5 ~ .  

FIGURE 6c.  Transformation of f(A,B,C) into f "  (A,B,C) under the com- 
plementation of the variable B. 

FIGURE 6. A second example of function transformation by complementing a 
variable. This time B is complemented. 

desired portions of a word, and the ability to perform a pre-calculated 
shift. It is obviously faster to be able to select all of the desired bits in the 
clusters of 2k digits simultaneously, rather than to have to program a loop 
of several instructions in order to reconstruct the two portions of the desig- 
nation number to be shifted. It  is also obviously an advantage to be able to 
specify that complementation k is to be performed, and to be able to 
bypass the construction of the shift count 2k each time a transformation is 
to be performed. By the simple device of precalculating a table of powers 
of 2 and storing them in one of the automatically indexed vectors available 
to programmers, it was possible to enter the variable-complementing pro- 
gram with only the original designation number and the number of the 
variable to be complemented (k)  as a parameter. The entire sequence was 
then carried out with no supedluous side calculations required. 

The next interesting transformation upon the input variables to be con- 
sidered is that of permuting a pair of variables. Let us consider again the 
function f given by equation (10). Suppose that we desire to interchange 
A and C. The result of this interchange must obviously transform 
f (A,B,C, 1 = AB + AC into f * (A,B,C) given by equation ( 12) : 

f* (A,B,C) = BC + AC. (12) 
The technique for obtaining the designation number of f* is outlined in 

Figure 7 ~ .  The procedure for directly transforming f into f* is shown in 
Figure 7 ~ .  
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FIGURE 7 ~ .  Application of the techniques presented in-Figures 5 and 6 to  
form the designation number of f '(A,B,C) = BC + AC, which is obtained 
from f(A,B,C) = AB + KC by the act of interchanging the variables A 
and C. 

FIGURE 70. The direct construction of f of Figure 7~ by the application 
of a transformation to the designation number of f(A,B,C). The digits of 
the designation number in the columns corresponding to AC and AC have 
been exchanged, since A and C are being permuted. 

FIGURE 7. Formation of a new function designation number from a given desig- 
nation number and a desired variable interchange. 

The observations which we made in conjunction with the act of comple- 
menting an input variable apply equally to the act of permuting a pair of 
them in the context of a designation number or Marquand chart- the 
transformation can be effected by the simple interchange of a pair of geo- 
metrically similar regions. Furthermore, within the regions in question, the 
variables which are not involved in the transformation are located in 
corresponding locations. Consequently, because of the very nature of the 
geometry based upon powers of 2, we again have the o d y  chart method in 
common usage which permits input permutations to be performed by a 
simple interchange operation. 

We now state the general procedure for interchanging two variables. Let 
the two variables to be exchanged be Ak and A,. With no loss in generality 
we can assume that k > j. We now find two regions in the designation 
number to be transformed, namely the digits in the coIumns where A&, 
has its 1's and those where A,A, has its 1's. These two regions will be 
arranged in clusters of 2' adjacent bits separated by clusters of varying 
length. The left-most digits of these two regions will be precisely 2k - 21 
columns apart. We now interchange the two regions as described by 
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moving the bits of the designation number associated with A~,X, right, and 
the bits of the designation number associated with &,A, left, by this sepa- 
ration distance. There is one difference between this transformation and 
the transformation in which a single variable is being complemented: in the 
complementation of a variable, all of the digits of the designation number 
are moved; in the permutation of two of the variables, only one-half of the 
digits are moved, the portions of the designation number corresponding to 
&,A, and A,,A, remaining stationary. 

The same characteristics of the Rice computer's order structure which 
were advantageous for performing the complementation of an input vari- 
able were directly advantageous in this new transformation since the same 
type of digital manipulation is involved. There was only one real differ- 
ence between the permuting program and the complementing program. 
Owing to the symmetry of the co~nplementing operations, a simple vector 
of masks and shift constants was sufficient. Since the masks for A ~ A ,  and 
- 

AhAJ are not directly transformable into each other in one order, a matrix 
rather than a vector was set up to contain the masks and the shift constants. 
This matrix was indexed by j and k. The automatic multiple-level indirect- 
addressing provision of the Rice computer was used to advantage to enabIe 
the program to pick up the desired masks and shift constants with no 
address computation being required. 

The final transformation to be considered is actually the simplest of all, 
namely, complementation of the function described by the designation 
number. It is obvious that complementing the designation number yields 
precisely the designation number of the complement of the function in 
question (provided we mask off all of the extraneous 1's in the digits of 
the designation number which we are not using for the number of variables 
in question, but which will appear as a consequence of complementing in 
the machine). The complementation of the designation number for a func- 
tion can actually be accomplished alternatively by an arithmetic, rather 
than a logical, operation. If the given designation number is subtracted 
from 2'"-1, the result will also be the complement of the given function 
with no final masking required. At  various points in the computations per- 
formed, both of these operations were found to be convenient. 



CHAPTER 111 

SIGNIFICANT FUNCTIONS 

The prospect of generating a synthesis for 65,536 different functions of 
four variables is at best unappealing. As we remarked earlier, however, 
not only is this approach to the synthesis problem uninviting, it is unneces- 
sary. Of the set of 65,536 functions, there are really only 222 distinct ones 
after transformations of input complementation, input permutation, and 
output complementation are introduced. 

The next problem which logically arises, then, is that of obtaining a 
tabulation of the 222 significant functions of four variables. In 1951 the 
Harvard Computation Lab Staffm published in an appendix to their volume 
on Electrorzic Computing and Control Circuits a tabulation of 402 signifi- 
cant functions (the higher number being due to the fact that the tabulation 
was made without permitting output complementation as an allowed trans- 
formation). There are several difficulties which face the investigator inter- 
ested in working with significant functions who tries to utilize the Harvard 
tabulation in conjunction with his work. Aside from the massive transcrip- 
tion of the tabulation to a form which is compatible with computer input, 
the user is faced with frustrating difficulty due to the fact that the notation 
within the tabulation has gone out of standard usage. The tabulation con- 
tains references to the vacuum tube triode and pentode circuits which were 
popular in the late 1940's, and expressions such as p(a,b) to represent the 
logic function generated by inputs a and b on the two control grids of a 
pentode (such as the 6AS6) with the output taken from a divider network 
in the plate circuit. Consequently, the prospective user of the tabulation is 
faced with the additional job of translating the notation of the Harvard 
compilation into a more current representation. 

In addition to difficulties such as these which beset the investigator, 
there is one more reason wfiy the Hapard  tabulation is of limited present 
usefulness: the user of the table has no systematic approach by which to 
convert a given function into one of the tabulated functions. There is a 
short table of permutation states, and a multi-stage procedure (amounting 
to little more than triaI and error) outlined by which the user of the tables 
is told several logical things to try in order to effect the conversion. But 
there is no specific technique which will work on any arbitrary function in 

(23) 
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which the user may be interested. This investigator tried to carry out the 
conversion process of a few functions and met with little to show for the 
effort. 

In  this chapter we shall examine a straightforward way to generate a 
table of significant functions with the additional characteristic that any 
function so generated has the smallest designation number of any function 
in its class. In the next chapter we shall develop a method of compactly 
tabulating the transformation information which is required to convert any 
given function of four or  fewer variables into its significant function. 

We have at hand already all of the tools which are required in order to 
generate a tabulation of significant functions: we know the operations 
which are to be performed upon a designation number in order to convert 
it into the designation number of the function after a variable 
transformation. 

The procedure for finding the set of significant functions is simply imple- 
mented: we scan all values of the designation number considered as an 
integer from 0 through 22v-1. With each such designation number we per- 
form a sufficient number of transforn~ations to arrange the inputs eventu- 
ally into all of their possible permutations. Each time we arrive at a permu- 
tation state, we also arrange for the inputs to assume all of their possible 
complementation states, ranging from none complemented to all comple- 
mented. In addition, each time a new input state is constructed, we try the 
one additional state given by complementing the overall function. Every 
time a new transformation is performed, we rise one cogent question: 
Is the present numerical value of the designation number less than the value 
of the current designation number being examined for significance? 

If the answer is in the affirmative, we discard the present designation 
number as not being significant, for we have transformed it into a function 
whose designation number is smaller than the one in question - and we 
then begin our set of transformations upon the next larger designation 
number. If the answer is in the negative, we continue performing trans- 
formations upon the designation number at hand until we have performed 
a compilation of this function for values of N between 1 and 6. This func- 
tion in question is a significant function and we add it to the list of signifi- 
cant functions. 

Since there are N! permutation states of N variables, 2" complementa- 
tion states of N variables, and 2 complementation states of the single out- 
put, there are (N!)2"+1 transformations to be carried out. Table 2 shows 
a compilation of this function for values of N between 1 and 6. This func- 
tion obviously increases very rapidly with N, indicating that the sorting 
procedure which was carried out on the functions of four variables, and 
which took 25 minutes of actual running time on the Rice computer, would 
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probably not be feasible to perform on any larger number of variables. 
Aside from the prohibitive amount of output involved in listing the signifi- 
cant functions of five variables, running time would probably be larger by 
a factor of 10 x 65,000, based upon a coarse estimate that the increase in 
running time would be proportional to the number of functions and to the 
number of transformations to be performed. 

TABLE 2 

N 
Variables 

(N!)2"* l 

Transformation States 

An estimate of running time for a problem such as the compilation of 
a set of significant functions is very difficult to make because one has no 
real indication (short of working out the transformations by hand) of the 
number of blind alleys which will be rejected after two or three transfor- 
mations, as opposed to the number of blind alleys which are not rejected 
until, perhaps, 700 or more transformations have been performed. Also, 
the amount of time to be spent in a given phase of the calculation, even 
after determining the number of times a given loop will be traversed, is 
difficult to estimate. 

This investigator was fairly confident from the outset that the compila- 
tion was feasible using the Rice computer, which is a high-speed parallel 
digital computer with an order code ideally suited to Boolean function study. 
Nonetheless, in order to assure a minimal amount of machine time, a good 
deal of effort was expended in making the running code as efficient and 
fast as possible. (Attention is called to the fact that at the time of the 
original coding for this problem there was no real indication of whether 
minutes, hours, days, weeks, or months would in fact be required.) 

The main improvement in running time results from the fact that the 
performance of all of the transformations upon a given designation num- 
ber is easily subject to a lot of duplication of computation. The reason for 
this fact is quite simple: our basic operations consist of the complementa- 
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tion of a single input variable and the permutation of a pair of input 
variables. Since the act of complementing the overall function is reducible 
to one order, we need not concern ourselves particularly with optimizing 
this one operation. 

The problem of duplication arises when we try to generate all 2s 
complementation states, one after the other, with no duplication of states 
or back-transformation. This problem is easily solved, however, in terms 
of the Gray code of binary number representation. The Gray code (some- 
times known as the reflected binary code) has the property that traversals 
from one state to the next consecutive state are accomplished by comple- 
menting a single digit. Since the Gray integers between 0 and 2"-1 are in a 
one-to-one correspondence with the normal binary integers, a process, 
which scales a Gray count from 0 to 2N-1 and can name the digit which 
was complemented at each stage of the scaling, will generate the 2N com- 
plementation states of N variables. Hence, if we simply complement the 
variable whose number corresponds to the Gray digit which changes at 
each step, we shall have generated all 2N complementation states consecu- 
tively, with no duplication. 

There is only one drawback to this procedure: scaling or counting in 
Gray code is very difficult, and the amount of programming required would 
probably offset the proposed savings in transformation duplication. How- 
ever, owing to the flexibility of the logic structure of the Rice machine, 
it is possible to generate the Gray equivalent for a binary integer in two 
orders: a shift right of one place, followed by a symmetric difference 
with the original integer. As a consequence, the program to generate the 
number of the next input variable to be complemented can be reduced to 
the following simple procedure. 

First, generate the Gray equivalent of an integer count of the number of 
complements so far performed. Second, increment (in normal machine 
binary) this count by one. Third, generate the Gray equivalent of the incie- 
mented integer. Finally, take the symmetric difference between these two 
Gray representations (there can be only one non-null digit as a result of 
this operatioo). A count of the number of digits from the right end of the 
word this single one lies gives the number of the next variable to be com- 
plemented. We would point out that this procedure is general for use on 
any computer which can easily compute the Gray equivalent for a given 
integer, with no restriction upon N (except for the obvious restriction that 
2N fit into the computer's word). 

The problem of consecutive generation of the permutation states, while 
also solved for use in conjunction with this problem, still remains unknown 
to this writer as far as a general solution, valid for all N, is concerned. The 
subtlety of this problem arises because of the nature of the operation in 
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which we are interested: input pair exchanges. In the last chapter we devel- 
oped a technique for transforming a given designation number into its new 
form after having exchanged a pair of variables. This would indicate, then, 
that the variable permuting program needs, as input information, the num- 
bers of the two variables to be exchanged. The question then arises as to 
the order in which to generate these pairs so as to carry the variables over 
all N! states with no duplication. This investigator discovered a solution to 
this problem by empirical means which is valid for all N between 1 and 6, 
but which is not valid for N = 7. The solution, while inelegant, more than 
adequateIy solves the transformation pair problem for any problem which 
this writer ever expects to run on a computer in this context, and conse- 
quently was used and coded for a maximum of N = 5 ,  with easy provision 
for extension to N = 6. The pairs which will accomplish the permutation 
job for the first 120 permutations, i.e., for five variables, are presented in 
Table 3, along with terminal information for extension through N = 6. No 
claim is made as to their generality, and while a trend appears to be present 
in the pairs, this writer is prepared to prove that this process of pair ex- 
change will break down for the extension of the table sufficiently far to 
allow N = 7 to be attempted. Proof of this contention will be omitted from 
this discussion. 

Two programs for obtaining sets of significant functions were actually 
coded and run on the computer, one program including the final function 
complementation as an allowed transformation, the other excluding it. In 
agreement with Ashenhurst's computation,"nd with the tabulation made 
by the Harvard Computation Lab,?"he numbers of significant functions 
found with no final complementation for N = 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, 
were 3, 6, 22, and 402 functions. The numbers of significant functions 
found with final complementation, which is really the only case of interest 
in the context of majority/minority synthesis, are respectively 2, 4, 14, and 
222. At the time of performing this tabulation, this writer had obtained by 
hard a verification of the numbers for one, two, and three variables, but 
was unaware of the theoretical number 222 for the four-variable case. In  
the course of a subsequent correspondence, Michael A. Harrison at the 
University of Michigan sent this writer the results of his group theoretic 
calculations which gave 222 as the correct number of functions to have 
been found.25 

The significant functions which were found are tabulated in Appendix A. 
The information presented for each function is as follows: a consecutive 
count in hexadecimal and in decimal of the location of that function in the 
tabulation (this is most important for the Equivalence Tabulation discussed 
in the next chapter); an octal equivalent of the designation number; the 
hexadecimal equivaIent of the designation number; the decimal equivalent 
of the designation number; and the binary form of the designation number. 



TABLE 3 

TABULATION OF PERMUTATION PAIRS TO BE 

USED TO GENERATE THE PERMUTATION STATES OF SIX INPUT VARIABLES 

01 02 01 02 01 03 
01 02 01 02 01 13 
01 02 01 02 01 23 
01 02 01 02 01 04 

01 02 01 02 01 03 
01 02 01 02 01 13 
01 02 01 02 01 23 
01 02 01 02 01 04 

01 02 01 02 01 03 
01 02 01 02 01 13 
01 02 01 02 01 23 
01 02 01 02 01 04 

01 02 01 02 01 03 
01 02 01 02 01 13 
01 02 01 02 01 23 
01 02 01 02 01 04 

01 02 01 02 01 03 
01 02 01 02 01 13 
01 02 01 02 01 23 
01 02 01 02 01 05 -a t  the end of successive cycles of 120 pairs, instead of 05, 

we place 15, 25, 35, 45, and finally 06. 

The object positions are numbered from the right 0 through N-1. 
By interchanging the pair indicated upon each successive entry to  the permutation 

program, the N! permutations of N objects are generated with no duplication of 
states. Thus, the first pair to exchange is 01; the second 02; and the third 01; etc. 
If there are 3 objects, we have successively 

01 02 01 02 01 03 
ABC +- ACB + BCA 43- BAC + CAB + CBA -P No More 

Since N = 3, the occurrence of 03 indicates that all permutations have been 
performed. 



CHAPTER 1V 

EQUIVALENCE TABULATION 

Appendix D contains a cross-tabulation of the Boolean functions of one, 
two, three, and four variables. The tabular entry for each function lists the 
significant function to which the given function is equivalent, the permuta- 
tion and complementation states for the inputs in order to effect this 
equivalence, and an indication of whether the function is directly or com- 
plementarily equivalent to the corresponding significant function. This 
information for each entry in the tabulation is given in five characters, 
which are to be interpreted in accordance with equation (13) : 

Entry --- ) CPSS (13) 
where + designates direct equivalence, and 

- designates complementary equivalence; 
where C denotes the input complementation state to achieve 

the equivalence (one hexadecimal digit, referring to 
an entry in Appendix B) ; 

where P denotes the input permutation state to achieve the 
equivaIence (one upper-case letter, referring to an 
entry in Appendix C )  ; 

and SS denotes the equivalent significant function (two hex- 
adecimal digits, referring to an entry in Appendix A) .  

One observation which can be made early in the course of tabulating 
this type of information is that it is necessary to tabulate only one-half of 
the functions of a given number of variables. The reason for this is dear 
from a consideration of the designation numbers of a function and its com- 
plement. Suppose we perform an arithmetic addition of these two designa- 
tion numbers. Since the complement of a given designation number is 
obtained by forming a new designation number with 1's where the original 
number has O's, and vice versa, the result of this addition will be a designa- 
tion number with 1's in all positions. (This statement is also seen to be 
correct from the observation that F + F = 1; i.e., any function "orred" 
with its complement must produce a tautology.) Consequently, we have 
equation (14) ,  which relates a designation number (F) for a function of 
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N variables with that of its complement (F) : 
F + F -. 2"-1 (arithmetic + ) . (14) 

This being the case, it is sufficient to carry out the tabulation for only the 
first half of the functions, since a given function whose designation number 
(F)  lies in the second half of the range from 0 to 2" is seen to be equiva- 
lent under complementation to (2"-1) - F. 

Since the volume of the tabulation for one, two, or three variables is 
very small (a  maximum of 256 entries for N = 3),  the tabulation is pfe- 
sented for all of these functions. However, in the case of four variables, 
where 65,536 functions are involved, the tabulation is presented only for 
the first 32,768 functions. 

If all the functions of four variables were tabulated, the numbering of 
the equivalence table would run from 0000 to ffff, since (ffff),, = 
(65,535)10. Since, as mentioned above, the tabulation is presented for only 
the first half of the functions, the last of the four variables is tabulated at 
location 7fff, which is equivalent to 32,767. 

Since the organization of the designation number into four-digit blocks 
rather naturally suggests the use of hexadecimal digits, the tabulation is 
arranged into lines of 16 entries each. Each designation number's entry can 
be found in the tabulation by finding the row whose hexadecimal number- 
ing corresponds to the first digit(s) of the hexadecimal representation of 
the desired function, and then by looking across the page to the column 
whose number corresponds to the Iast hexadecimal digit of the designation 
number. Thus, in order to find the tabulated eltry for the function given 
by equation (IS) ,  we go down to the row with hexadecimal digits 3f2 in 
the left margin, and then into column 7, where we find the entry -9121. 

N F =  0011111100100111 
3 f 2 7 .  (15) 

(The ordering assumed for the hexadecimal digit; is 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 
a,b,c,d,e,f. 

The next question to be raised is the method of interpreting the entry 
-9121. Proceeding from the information presented with equation (1 3),  we 
make the following interpretation: Function 3f27 is equivalent to signifi- 
cant function (21)16, counted consecutively in the tabulation of four- 
variable significant functions in Appendix A. Permutation state I, found in 
Appendix C, under the four-variable permutations, is of interest. Comple- 
mentation state 9, found in Appendix B under the four-variable comple- 
mentation states, is also of interest. FinalIy, we must complement the 
overall function in order to effect equivalence. 
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Proceeding in this fashion, we find that significant function 21 is that 
given in equation ( 16) : 

Permutation state I is given by the ordering BCAD. Since the reference 
ordering is ABCD, this is interpreted as "for B write A; for C write B; for 
A write C; for D write D." Complementation state 9 is given by comple- 
menting A, B, and D. Since the reference state is given by ABCD, the 
interpretation is that we complement variables A, B, and D (after we have 
already performed the permutation designated). We finally interpret the 
minus (--) sign as an indication that we must complement the overall 
function. The details of these operations are shown in Figure SA. The way 
in which this permits us to make a synthesis of function 3f27 from function 
012f (in Appendix E as number 21 ) is illustrated in Figure 8 ~ .  

There is a subtlety which must be observed by anyone synthesizing a 
given function by using the transformations to carry the function into its 
significant function. This subtlety is a consequence of the nature of the 
groups of transformations which are involved. Because of this, the above 
procedure, while correct, is not preferred. Discussion below of Figure 10  
shows the preferred procedure. 

Let us denote the three pertinent groups P, C, and F. P is the permuta- 
tion group of N objects. C is the group of binary complementations of N 
objects. F is the group of binary complementation of one object, namely 
the overall function. 

The group of transformations made up of the union of P and C has been 
studied rather extensively. It is isomorphic to the hyperoctahedral group, 
which is the group of symmetry transformations performed upon the 
N-dimensional hypercube. Now, the hyperoctahedral group is not com- 
mutative. That is to say, the successive application of two of its transfor- 
mations generally produces two different overall transformations, depend- 
ing upon which transformation is performed first. 

The non-commutative property of the hyperoctahedral group is due to 
the elements of P. The elements of C are commutable, making C an 
Abelian (commutative) group. In fact, C has a property which makes it 
even more convenient in application than its commutativity: the square of 
any element of C is the identity element. (Proof of this statement is 
obvious, since each element of C serves to complement some subset of the 
input variables to a Boolcan function. Application of that same element a 
second time complements the same variables. Since double complementa- 
tion of a Boolean variable restores it to its original form, we find that 
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Original Function: 
Interchange A and B: 

Interchange B and C :  
Function after permute A and B: 

Function after permutation: NF' =- -1 
Complement A :  
Function after complement A: NFf'  = 
Complement B: 
Function after complement B: NF"' - -1111 1101 1110 0000 
Complement D :  
Function after complements: N F I '  = 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 101 0000 
Complement function: 

which matches SF,,: S F  =0000 0001 0010 11 11 

FIGURE %A. Step-by-step transformation of function 3f27 into Significant 
Function 21 by the transformation -9121. These steps are not required 
to effect a synthesis, but illustrate the interpretation of transformation 
-9121 and verify that equivalence is obtained. 

denotes an Inverter. 

FIGURE 8 ~ .  Deta~led arrangement of the synthesis of function 3f27, 
based upon the fact that transformation -9121 gives equivalence to 
significant function (21),,. Permutation state I is given by Appendix C 
as BCAD. Complementation state 9 is given by Appendix D as comple- 
ment A, B, and D. 

FIGURE 8. Use of the transformation equivalence to effect a function synthesis 
in terms of its significant function. 
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successive application of an element of C twice to the set of inputs has 
either left any given variable alone, or has complemented it twice. In  either 
event, the set of input variables is left untouched, which is the same as 
saying that the identity element has operated upon it.) F, which has only 
two elements (the identity and the function complement), of necessity has 
this same property. Furthermore, the group formed of the union of C and 
F is Abelian. This fact allows us to apply indiscriminately an appropriate 
element of C either before or after the application of an element of F, 
which is to say that we may complement some of the inputs either before 
or after we complement the overall function and be sure of arriving at the 
same result. 

This convenient state of affairs is not true of P. And to heighten our 
difficulty the fact fhat P is not Abelian causes the union of P and C to be 
non-Abelian. As a consequence of this, it is absolutely essential that the 
designated set of transformations to carry a given function into its equiva- 
lent significant function be carried out in one specified order; namely, 
permutation first, then complementation. 

This ordering is automatically satisfied by our following the convention 
introduced by Figure 8 ~ ,  in which the complementations are shown as 
inverters (I) located within the overall block for the function but external 
to the block for the significant function being used. In addition, let us again 
observe that the complementation which was called for in the construction 
of Figure 8~ was a complementation of the variables A, B, and D. We note 
that these variables are to be complemented in terms of their labeling as 
they enter the significant function bIock, not in terms of their original 
labeling. 

The fact that squares of individual elements of P do not necessarily 
form the identity element (unless the element in question happens to be 
the identity, a pair exchange, or a product of pair exchanges) leads to 
another very important characteristic of the transformations which are 
performed. The permutation of the inputs must be performed in keeping 
with the proper direction of transformation. That is to say, unlike the 
transformations involving input complementations, for which it was SUE- 
cient to designate "complement A, B, and D" and be assured of an unam- 
biguous specification of the transformation, any given permutation specifi- 
cation may have two different interpretations. For the permutation ele- 
ments which are not square roots of the identity element, this can of course 
lead to the wrong function. As a consequence of this, the following con- 
vention is adopted: the significant function tabulation is carried out in 
terms of the state labeled "reference" in Appendix C listing permutation 
states at the inputs to the significant function. Hence, the interpretation of 
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a designated permutation to be performed upon the input variables is that 
the designated permutation state (in the case of the example in Figure 8, 
permutation state I, i.e., BCAD) is the input state, and the wiring is to 
carry each variable respectively into the order of ABCD. It is essential to 
observe that the organization shown in Figure 9 as an attempt to synthe- 
size function 3f27 using transformation -9121 is wrong. The difficulty is 
that the inverse of the desired input permutation has been performed. 

There is one other way to organize the variable transformations which 
we shall present. This way, which does not stress the transformation carried 
out, as does Figure 8, has the advantage that it is probably not susceptible 
to error and consequently is the recommended procedure. This is shown in 
Figure 10. Obviously, since the same transformation upon the same fune- 
tion as that treated in Figure 8 is involved, Figure 10 is inherently identical 
to Figure 8. However, the difference between them is that we now do not 

FIGURE 9. An incorrect attempt to synthesize function 3f27, which is 
treated in Figure 8. The error is in the application of permutation state I, 
which is given in Appendix C as BCAD. The permutation which has been 
applied to the inputs is just the inverse of that which should have been done. 
Permutation state treatment is shown in a preferred manner in  Figure 10. 
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criss-cross the input leads, but rather we Iabel the actual input in accord- 
ance with the permutation state found in the equivalence tabulation. Let us 
obsewe, however, that the complementations of the input leads is still done 
inside the overall function box, and consequently is to be done in accord 
with the leads labeled in standard order (i.e., A,B,C,D). 

The compilation of the equivalence tabulation of the functions of one, 
two, three, and four variables was conceptually a very simple computation 
to perform. Having at hand a tabulation of the significant functions, the 
procedure was to consider each designation number in consecutive order. 
The first question to be asked was whether the function being considered 
was in the list of significant functions. This was tested for by using the 

FIGURE 10. An alternative, preferred, synthesis of function 3f27, which 
was treated in Figure 8, under transformation -9121. Permutation state I 
is BCAD, which is how the input leads ate labeled. Complementation state 
9, which is complementation of A, B, and D, must be performed in accord- 
ance with the inputs to the significant function being labeled consecutively 
as ABCD, and not in accordance with the labels on the input leads to the 
overall function. This is a less confusing technique to use than that in 
Figure 8. The rule to be followed here is that the syntheses of the signifi- 
cant functions are presented in terms of the letters being IabeIed ABCD. 
The complementation state is applied to these leads. The leads are brought 
straight out and labeled in accordance with the permutation state. 
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repeat-mode table-look provisions of the Rice computer. If the function 
was in the list of significant functions, its compilation entry was formed as 
+ OASS, where SS was the hexadecimal count of the function in the signifi- 
cant function listing. This entry has, of course, the interpretation that this 
function is directly equivalent, with no permutations or complementations, 
to significant function number SS. 

If, as is most likely, the function being considered was not on the list of 
significant functions, the function was transformed. If the new designation 
number obtained was larger than the function being considered, there was 
no need to check the table for a significant function since the technique 
used to compile the significant functions assured us that the significant 
functions are those which have the smallest numerical values for their des- 
ignation numbers of any of the functions in their respective classes. Conse- 
quently, the next transformation upon the function being considered was 
carried out, and again the designation number was examined to see if it 
were smaller numerically than the function under consideration. When a 
transformation produced a designation number smaller than that for the 
function being considered, the table of significant functions was scanned. 
If this produced a significant function which matched the transformed form 
of the function being considered, this was tabulated, along with the number 
of the permutation and complementation state under consideration, and a 
f or - sign to indicate direct or complementary equivalence. 

The equivalence information for the functions was gathered conveniently 
in clusters of 512 functions, and then stored on magnetic tape. The pro- 
gram doing the computation was written with provision for easy re-starting, 
since it was anticipated that the computation would be so lengthy as to 
require a number of intervals of computing time rather than one continuous 
run. This expectation turned out to be correct for the computation required 
approximately twenty-five hours of machine time to perform, an average 
time of about three seconds per function. 

Since a computation of this duration is of such length as to raise the 
possibility of a random error by the computer, the computation was re- 
peated. The program had provision for reading back the section of mag- 
netic tape immediately after recording and verifying that the readback 
matched the intended data identically. This section of the program was 
actually written in order to detect bad portions of magnetic tape (of which 
two such sections were actually found and bypassed). During the second 
computation the magnetic tape writing circuitry was locked out so as to 
make additional recording impossible; however, all of the normal tape 
operations proceeded in the usual manner. Consequently, the portion of 
the program which had originally been inserted to monitor for bad tape 
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served the valuable purpose of verifying that the compilation performed 
the second time matched identically that performed the first time. 

The result of this comparison during the second computation showed 
total agreement between the two runs. 



CHAPTER V 

SYNTHESIS O F  T H E  SIGNIFICANT FUNCTIONS 

During the course of an earlier investigation, this writer produced a 
tabulation of syntheses of the significant functions of one, two, and tllrce 
variables. This tabulation was carried out by hand, with help from various 
associates. The total number of synthcscs involved was essentially 22, since 
the functions of one and two variables are included in the tabulation of the 
three-variable functions. The entire tabulation required the better part of a 
year to perform. 

The list of significant functions used was taken from S. H. C a l d ~ e l l , ~  
who in turn gives credit back to the Harvard compilation.'" As part of the 
verification of the validity of this earlier synthesis, the 22 syntheses were 
actually wired up and tested by this writer and 'sy three different laboratory 
groups. The circuits were found to be correct. 

The problem at hand-the extension of this tabulation to the four-vari- 
ablc functions with the additional criterion that each synthesis be optimal- 
is obviously not feasible by the same type of manual compilation. This 
compilation, however, is well-suited to computer investigation. For the 
same reasons that the four-variable ease is the largest one for which it is 
feasible to make a compilation of significant functions-running time and 
output volume-it is also the largest case for which a total synthesis inves- 
tigation can be carried out with any computer now in use. Nonetheless, we 
should observe that the same computation techniques which were used to 
pe r f~ rm the total investigation of the four-variable functions are directly 
applicable to the synthesis of any single function of more than four vari- 
ables. Such possibilities, however, were not pursued any further by this 
writer. 

The use of majority logic was proposed by J .  von Neumannii; as early as 
1954 in a patent disclosure concerning the use of subharmonic  oscillator^ 
employing non-linear capacitors. Majority logic happened to be of second- 
ary interest to the von Neumann proposal, which was put forth because of 
the anticipated gigacycle operating frequency rather than because of its 
logic properties. The device, however, is inherentIy a majority or threshold 
organ. In a paper published in 1959, R. L. W i g i n g t ~ n ~ ~  described the 
von Neumann device and demonstrated that the commonly used "or" 

( 3 8  
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device or the commonly used "and" device could be constructed from a 
majority device by the application of suitab!e biases, i.e., fixed inputs which 
were always to be in the "one" or "zero" state, as appropriate. This writer 
observed and utilized the fact that the different inputs to the devices need 
not have the same weighting. Based upon this observation, the syntheses 
of the significant functions of two and three variables mentioned above 
were carried out, using at most two devices in cascade, and using a maxi- 
mum total input weight distribution of seven for any single device. The 
syntheses effected were performed in terms of a minority, rather than a 
majority, device for two reasons. First, the additional complementation 
which a minority device (a circuit whose output is the complement of a 
majority device) provides gives rise to logical flexibility. Second, in the 
context of the popular resistor-transistor direct coupled logic, a single 
transistor (which provides polarity inversion from base to collector) is 
basically a minority, rather than majority, device. 

Various circuits displaying the behavior of a majority organ have been 
adequately described in the 1i terat~re~~"~~"nd will not be presented here. 
These devices range from von Neumann's subharmonic oscillator, through 
ampere-turn logic involving magnetic cores, to Kirchhoff logic involving 
resistance or other impedance summing. Regardless oE the electronic nature 
of the device being used, for purposes of logic analysis the device is com- 
pletely characterized by a disclosure of three pieces of information: the 
relative weights of the inputs, the relative weight of a bias (in some 
instances it is convenient to consider the bias as another input; in others, 
as a modification of the threshold level for the device), and the threshold 
level at which the device changes state (for a majority or minority element, 
this is generally taken as the center of the allowable range of summed input 
levels). 

It is possible to analyze a given majority or minority device in terms of 
an extension of the designation numbzrs used to advantage earlier in 
describing functions. Since the devices actually of interest for the remainder 
of this discussion are minority devices, with their inherent built-in comple- 
ment, the presentation of this analysis technique will be based upon a 
minority device. The fact that a minority device is being treated is used only 
in forming the final line of the analysis, and can be changed accordhgly 
if the device under study happens to be truly a majority device. 

In order to develop the analysis technique, let us consider two very 
simple examples. These are the two examples presented by Wigington to 
illustrate that introduction of a unity (U) bias or a null (a) bias to a two- 
variable device makes a synthsis of the classic "and" or "or" functions. 
Figure 1 IA is a display of a two-input minority device. The interpretation 
which we place upon the figure as drawn is that A and B are introduced 
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with weights of 1 each. In addition, a bias of unity is present, with weight 
of 1. The minus (-) sign at the right side of the symbol denotes that we 
are using a minority device. 

FIGURE 1 1 ~ .  A two-variable minority device. A,B, and a bias of unity 
are each introduced with weight 1. The minus (-) sign denotes final 
complementation and hence minority rather than majority behavior. 

Form Boolean designators of A = 1  1  0  0  
variables: B l O l O  

U = 1 1 1 I  
- 

Form Boolean designators of A = 0  0  1  1  
complements: B = 0 1 0 1  

l b = o o o o  

Form arithmetic designators by A  = + 1  + 1  -1 -1 
subtracting complements from B = + 1  -1  $- 1 -1 
variables algebraically: U  = + 1  + I  +1 +1 

Form arithmetic designators of 
f = 1A + 1B + 1U-: f '  = +3  $ 1  + 1 - 1  

Form Boolean designator of 
f by 3 rules: 

f : > 0: write 0 f = 0  0  0  1  (=a) 
f :  < 0: write 1  

and f' === 0: discard device 

FIGURE l l ~ .  Formation of the designation number for the device shown 
in Figure 1  1 A. 

FIGURE 1 1 ~ .  Formation of two-input "and" from _device of Figure 1 1 ~ .  
Since Figure 11s shows that original function was AB, complementing A  
and B now produces AB. 
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The purpose of our analysis is to obtain the designation number for the 
function which the device synthesizes. For a threshold device, this is easily 
done in terms of designation numbers provided we are willing to hybridize 
our notation to include algebraic, as well as Boolean, numbers into our 
tabulation of intermediate calculations. 

Figure 1 1 ~  shows the step-by-step analysis of the device shown in 
Figure 1 1 ~ .  It is convenient to form the Boolean designation numbers for 
each of the variables as well as the Boolean designation numbers for each 
of the complements of the variables. These operations are perfectly 
straightforward applications of the designation numbers as we have used 
them before. The next step, however, is an algebraic step: we subtract 
arithmetically on a columnar basis, with no carry, the Boolean designation 
number (either a I or a 0)  for the complement of a variable from the 
Boolean designation number for the variable itself, forming the arithmetic 
designators for the variables. The results of these subtractions are obviously 
all either + 1 or - 1. We now compute the arithmetic designation number 
for the device by taking the scalar product between the input weighting 
vector (in this case + 1, + 1, + 1) and each column vector. Symbolically, 
we form each entry on this line in accordance with equation (17) : 

f*  wAA9 + wRB* + wblasU*. (17) 

The minority designation number f is now easily obtained from f* in 
accordance with the following three rules: (1  ) if f * > 0, f = 0; (2) if 
f *  < 0, f = 1; ( 3 )  if any f* = 0, the set of coefficients given for the 
device is not valid, and must be discarded. The reason for this is that the 
occurrence of a zero in the tabulation of f* signifies that that input state 
produces a condition whereby precisely one-half of the input weights are 
C L  1 3 ,  1 s and the other half are "0's." By convention, this is not permitted; 
i.e., no "ties" are allowed. If majority rather than minority behavior is 
involved, we obviously carry out the same determination, including obtain- 
ing the expression for £*. The only difference in the analysis is that we 
reverse the conditions of rules ( 1 )  and (2) .  Figure I lc is a synthesis 
of AB, We observe that complementing A, B, and the bias reverses the 
sign of every term on the right side of equation (17),  resulting in the com- 
plementation of f ,  as was pointed out earlier, 

The idea of algebraic hybridization of the designation numbers for 
mechanizing the analysis of a threshoId device was introduced by Pfeiffer.60 
Pfeiffer's scheme, however, differs from that presented herein to the extent 
that only positive algebraic quantities are used and the final discrimination 
level, instead of being made with respect to zero, is made with respect to a 
value T-which is equal to one-half the sum of the input weights. 

It would appear at first glance that one of the big advantages of the 
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designation number-namely our ability to convey all of the pertinent 
information about a Boolean function, in terms of the bits of a single com- 
puter word-has been lost by this hybridization, However, such is not the 
case. A moment's reflection points out that the row f*  is of transient 
interest only: once f has been constructed, there is no netd to keep f*. As 
a matter of fact, f* need never exist in its entirety at any time, since it can 
be computed one digit at a time, and from this the corresponding digit of 
f can be computed. In much the same way, the use of A*, B*, and U* helps 
one to mechanize the process when performing the analysis by hand; but 
within a computer program these entities need exist only one digit at a time 
in the form of a decision either to add or to subtract a contribution to the 
computation of the current digit of f*+ Thus, this hybrid technique does not 
invalidate our designation-number usefulness at all, but rather helps in its 
formation by an easy mechanical procedure. 

Figure 1 2 ~  displays a synthesis of the "or" function of two variables, 
namely A + B. Figure 12e is an analysis of the behavior of the device diy- 
played in Figure 1 2 ~ .  The major difference between Figures 11s and 1 2 ~  
occurs in the formation of f*; since A and B are present as inputs to 
Figure 1 2 ~ ,  instead of A and B as before, we now form f* as given by 
equation (17) but with w, and wn interpreted as being each -1 instead 
of tl. 

FIGURE 1 2 ~ .  Synthesis of the basic two-variable "or" circuit 

Form variables: 

- 
Form compIements: A = O O I I  - 

B = O 1 0 1  
= 0 0 0 0  

Form arithmetic: A = + I  +i - I  -1 
B  = + I - 1 - i - 1 - I  
U = + I  $ 1  + I  + I  

Since no 0's valid 
form f :  f = 1 1 1 0  (=A+B) 

FIGURE 128. Step-by-step analysis of the device of Figure 1 2 ~ .  
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In the event that two minority devices are connected together, with the 
output of one feeding an input of the other, analysis proceeds in exactly 
the same fashion as that shown in Figures 1 l~ and 1 2 ~ .  The first device is 
analyzed exactly as before, and its output (g) is then treated as an addi- 
tional variable for the analysis of the second device as is shown in Figures 
1 3 ~  and 1 3 ~ .  

FIGURE 1 3 ~ .  Synthesis of ABC + Be, which is significant function Oa of 
three variables. 

Form variables: A = 1 1 1 I 0 0 0 0  
B = 1 1 0 0  1 1 0 0  
C = 1 0 1 0  1 0 1 0  
U = 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  
- 

Form A - = 0 0 0 0  1 1 1 1  
complements: B = 0  0  1 I  0 0 1 1  

E =  0 1 0 1  0 1 0 1  
0 = 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0  

Formalgebra: A = + l  + I  +1 + I  -1 -1 -1 -1 
B = 4-1 41 -1 - I  + I  + l  -1 -1 
C = 4 1  -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 4 1  -1 
U = + 1  + l  + l  + l  + l  + l  +1 $1 

Form g : g = 1 1 1 0  1 1 1 0  
- 

Form E: g = 0 0 0 1  0 0 0 1  

Form G?: : G I '  = $1 + I  + I  -1  +1 +1 4-1 -1 

Form f :  f = 0 0 0 1  1 0 0 1  

FIGURE 1 3 ~ .  Step-by-step analysis of the device of Figure 1 3 ~ .  
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The introduction of bias inputs to the minority devices, while greatly 
adding to the flexibility which one can achieve with a given device, masks 
a fundamental logical fact: the introduction of the bias input to a device of 
N inputs has converted it into one of N + 1 inputs. This statement of seem. 
ingly redundant information is most significant. The reason that the usc of 
bias inputs makes many functions out of the same device is that the varia- 
tion of the bias to change the function synthesized is merely acting as an 
input change to a device of N + 1 variables. Viewed in this manner, the 
bias input should be treated exactly in the same way as another input. In 
fact, by pursuing this idea further, we can carry out an organized determi- 
nation of all of the legitimate single-device functions of N variables. 

The investigation thus turns into one of examining devices whose charac- 
terization is completely determined by the set of weights present. Obviously, 
in this investigation, no weight may be zero. Furthermore, we can restrict 
our attention to sets of weights having a monotone arrangement (the device 
with weights 1 1 3 1 1 is the same as the device with weights 3 1 1 1 1 ,  
with a rearrangement). We are also free to introduce as a limitation to this 
device scanning either a maximum single weight, a maximum sum of 
weights, a maximum difference of weights, or whatever other reasonable 
limitation we desire. 

Once a given weight configuration has been decided upon, it is a simple 
matter to determine the designation number for that device by direct 
analysis as outlined above in conjunction with Figures 11 and 12. The 
result of attempting to analyze the configuration of weights might be either 
a decision to discard the configuration (if any digit of f*: turns out to be a 
zero), or the recognition of a valid designation number. Even if it is valid, 
however, we might still want to discard it, if it is equivalent to a function of 
a lower number of variables than that under consideration, or if it is equiva- 
lent to a device which we have already examined. Equivalence to a func- 
tion of a lower number of variables is easy to investigate: we perform the 
transformation upon the designation number for the device which is the 
compIementation of each of the input variables. If any such transformation 
produces the designation number itself, then obviousIy this function does 
not depend upon that particular variable. Equivalence to a device already 
examined is simple to investigate: we scan the compilation of functions we 
have already formed, and test for equivalence. 

Proceeding in this manner, we find a rather startling result. There is only 
one device for each of one, three, or four variables. There are no two- 
input devices. There are four distinct devices of five inputs. There are 14 
distinct devices of six inputs. There are 97 distinct devices of seven inputs 
if the maximum weight used is 7. There is strong likelihood'15 that the 
figure 97 is not exhaustive, though this was not further tested. 
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In order to effect the syntheses of the functions of three variables, at 
most two devices were required for any given function. The first device was 
a four-input device (A,B,C, and bias); the second device was a five-input 
device (A,B,C, bias, and output from first device). As a consequence of the 
material presented in Robert C. Minnick's paper,+8 it was anticipated that 
the synthesis of the four-variable functions could be effected with at most 
three devices, in the configuration shown in Figure 14. For a time the 
possibility of feedback was considered; however, this idea was discarded 
for two reasons: for configurations involving only one device, feedback 
leads to self-contradictions; and for configurations involving more than one 
device, the introduction of feedback makes analysis almost impossible since 
we leave the realm of "state" devices and enter the realm of devices with 
memory. Thus, the simple analysis uscd in conjunction with Figure 13 in 
which each step was performed in a simple consecutive order is changed to 
a complex one of following a proliferation of paths, some of which may be 
inconsistent and more than one of which may be valid. 

FIGURE 14. Configilration used to synthesize the significant functions of 
four variables. 

The configuration shown in Figure 14 contains three devices, with four 
inputs and a bias shown on each..Implicit in the construction is the possi- 
bility that various of the inputs will have to be complemented. In addition, 
the output from the first device goes into both the second and third; the 
output from the second goes into the third. 

The Rice computer was programmed to effect the synthesis of all the 
significant functions at once. The reason for this is that by considering the 
combinations of devices successively, it is a simple matter to determine 
whether or not a given device configuration produces a function whose 
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equivalent significant function has already been synthesized. If the configu- 
ration produces a function which has already bccn synthesized, that con- 
f ig~~rat ion is abandoned and the next onc considered. If, however, the 
function so produced is equivalent to :I significant function which has not 
yct been syntl~csized, that synthesis is the desired one and is added to the 
tabulation of synthcsis coefficients. By proceeding in this manner, device 
configurations are onIy generated once each, avoiding much duplicate 
computation, 

The order in which configurations were generated to be considered as 
candidates for the syntheses governed thc optimality of the synthesis proce- 
dure which was performed. There were thrce considerations used in evalu- 
ating optiniality of a given synthesis. These were, in order of importance, 
( 1 ) the number of devices required, (2 )  the size of the largest sum of the 
weights required on any single device, and (3) the necessity of having both 
a variable and its complement available to effect the synthesis. 

Having at hand allowable sets of input weights, it was a simple matter 
to determine all of the one-device functions: the functions produced by 
permutations of tile weight sets for up  to five inputs (i.e., up to four vari- 
ables and a bias) were examined, and the weight sets involved were tabu- 
lated as the syntheses of the respective significant functions. Of the 222 
significant functions of four variables, 13 can be synthesized with only one 
device. There are, in addition, two trivial significant functions of four 
variables, namely the Null function (number 01 in Appendix A ) ,  and the 
function which is equivalent to A (number 16 in Appendix A ) .  Both of 
these can, of course, be synthesized without the use of any devices at all. 

Of the remaining 207 significant functions, 174 were synthesized with 
two devices. The remaining 33 required three devices. N o  function required 
four devices to synthesize it. 

After the single device functions were obtained, configurations involving 
two devices were then investigated. The set of one-device functions, along 
with all f~lnctions derivable from them under permutations and complemen- 
t a t ion~ ,  were stored for reference to avoid the need for any further compu- 
tation of the function produced by the first device of a two-device configu- 
ration. This tabulation contained, then, all functions which can be  pro- 
duced by a device having N +  1 inputs ( N  variables and a bias.) Candi- 
dates were then chosen from among the devices having N + 2  inputs (N 
variables, a bias, and a connection from the first device). The function 
produced by the configuration was then examined to see whether or  not it 
had already been synthesized. If not, its weight configuration was trans- 
fotmed into those for the equivalent significant function and added to the 
accumulated table. One important restriction was placed upon the scanning 
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procedure employed for the configurations: devices with the smalIest sum 
of weights were employed first, foIlowed by devices with larger sums, 
and so on, until the sets of weights had been exhausted. A similar scanning 
procedure was employed for the three-device functions. The results of this 
tabulation are presented in Appendix E. 

The entries in Appendix E are numbered in accordance with the num- 
bering of the significant functions in Appendix A. The first two columns 
are respectively the hexadecimal and decimal count of the significant func- 
tion whose synthesis is presented. The Null function and the single variable 
function are so labeled. Next, each entry has three lines of small signed 
integers associated with it. These correspond to the devices used to synthe- 
size the given function. If only one device is needed, then of course only 
one such line is present; similarly for two devices. The interpretation to be 
made of the device coefficients follows. 

If a given weight is positive, the corresponding variable is used; if nega- 
tive, its complement is used. The right-most weight is the bias for the 
device. The next N weights are the weights for the variables, with D next 
to the bias, C next to D, B next to C, and A next to B. (In the case of a 
three-variable synthesis, there is of course no weight for D.) To the left 
of the weights for the individual variables, if appropriate, are the weight(s) 
for interconnecting the device to the earlier devices in the synthesis. The 
weight adjacent to the individual variable weights is the gain for the 
device one ahead of the given device; the other weight (if there is one) 
is the gain for the device two ahead, 

An example of the synthesis of a two-device function is shown in Figure 
15. The entry for synthesis of significant function 7f is shown, along with 
a schematic showing the connection. 

FIGURE 15. Synthesis of significant function ntimber 7f, which has desig- 
nation number N F  = 0000 01 10 01 10 01 11. The entry in Appendix E 
for this frrnction is 

- 1  -1 $ 1  +1  + l  
+2 -0  - 0  i - 1  + 1  +1 

Gain A B C D Bias 
One Device 

Back 
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In March of 196 1 Minnick4s presented a tabulation of syntheses of four. 
variable Boolean functions. His syntheses were obtained from a considera- 
tion of the sets of weights as the variables in a linear programming model 
in which the object was to minimize the sum of the weights of all variables 
present. Minnick points out that his tabulation for single-device functions 
is optimal, since a true minimum was obtained for his one-device functions. 
This writer agrees with his tabulations for these 13 functions. However, 
as Minnick points out himself, the simplex algorithm which he used does 
not necessarily result in a minimal configuration in terms of the number 
of cores, or the total of the weights required when more than one core 
is involved. In fact, he observed that it was possible to reduce some 60 
three-core circuits produced by his computer program to two-core syntheses 
by hand. 

Minnick's paper further contains an excelIent discussion of the trans- 
formations one should use to convert from one type of majority logic to 
another in which the cut-levels are different. He presents syntheses for 237 
functions, of which 15 must be duplicates, since there are 222 significant 
functions of four variables. This investigator made no attempt, however, 
to locate the set of 15 duplicates. 

The appendices for this work were prepared by punching paper tapes 
on the computer. The tapes were then in turn used to  control a Flexowriter 
to type the appendix material. 
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APPENDIX A 

S I G N I F I C A N T  FUNCTIONS O F  + 1 VARIABLES 

COUNT D E S I G N A T I O N  NUMBER 
HEX DECIMAL OCTAL HEX DECIMAL BINARY 
01 +I 0 0 + 0 00 
02 +2 1 1 + I  0 1 

S I G N I F I C A N T  FUNCTIONS O F  +2 VARIABLES 

COUNT D E S  IGNATION NUMBER 
HEX DECIMAL OCTAL HEX DECIMAL BINARY 
01 +1 00 0 + 0 3000 

S I G N I F I C A N T  FUNCTIONS O F  +3 VARIABLES 

COUNT 
HEX DECIMAL 
01 +I 
02 +2 
03 +3 
04 +4 
05 +5 
06 +6 
07 +7 
08 +8 
09 +9 
Oa + I0  
Ob + I  1 
Oc +I2 
Od +13 
Oe el4 

D E S  IGNATION NUMBER 
OCTAL HEX DECIMAL BINARY 
000 00 +o 0000 0000 
00 1 01 +I 0000 0001 
003 03 +3 0000 001 1 
006 06 +6 0000 01 10 
007 07 +7 0000 01 1 1 
017 Of +I5 0000 1 1 1 1  
026 16 +22 0001 0110 
02 7 17 +23 0001 0111 
03 0 18 +24 0001 1000 
03 1 19 +25 0001 1001 
03 3 ib +27 0001 101 f 
03 6 le 4-30 0001 1110 
074 +6 o 0011 1100 
151 01 10 1001 
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COUNT 
HEX DECIMAL 
01 +I 
02 +2 
03 +3 
04 +4 
05 4-5 
06 +6 
07 +7 
08 +8 
09 +9 
Oa +I0  
0b +I 1 
oc +I2 
Od +I3 
Oe +14 
Of +I5 
10 +16 
11 +17 
12 +18 
13 +19 
14 +20 
15 +21 
16 +22 
17 +23 
18 +24 
19 +25 
l a  +26 
Ib +27 
I C  +28 
Id +29 
le  +3O 
If +31 
20 +32 
21 +33 
22 +34 
23 $35 
24 +36 
25 +37 
26 +38 
27 +39 
28 $40 
29 +41 
2a +42 
2b +43 
2c +44 
2d +45 
2e +46 
21 +47 
30 +48 
31 +49 
3 +50 

CANT FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABL.ES 

DESIGNATION NUMBER 
OCTAL HEX DECIMAL BINARY 
000000 0000 +o 0000 0000 0000 0000 
000001 0001 + I  0000 0000 0000 0001 
000003 0003 +3 0000 0000 0000 0011 
000006 0006 +6 0000 0000 0000 01 1 0  
000007 0007 +7 0000 0000 0000 0111 
000017 OOOf +I5 0000 0000 0000 1 1 1 1  
000026 0016 +22 0000 0000 0001 0110 
000027 0017 +23 0000 0000 0001 01 1 1 
000030 0018 +24 0000 0000 0001 1000 
000031 0019 +25 0000 0000 0001 1001 
000033 001b +27 0000 0000 0001 1011 
000036 001e +30 0000 0000 0001 1110 
000037 OOlf +31 0000 0000 0001 1 1 1 1  
000074 O O ~ C  +60 0000 0000 0011 1100 
000075 003d +61 0000 0000 0011 1101 
000077 oo3r +6 3 0000 0000 0011 1 1 1 1  
000151 0069 +I05 0000 0000 0110 1001 
000153 006b +I07 0000 0000 01 10 101 1 
000157 o06r + I 1 1  0000 0000 0110 1 1 1 1  
000776 007e +126 0000 0000 0 1 1 1  1110 
000177 007f + 127 0000 0000 0111 1 1 1 1  
000377 OOff +255 0000 0000 1 1  1 1  11 1 1  
000426 01 16 +278 0000 0001 0001 01 1 0  
000427 01 17 +27g 0000 0001 0001 0-171 
000430 0118 +280 0000 0001 0001 1000 
000431 0119 +281 0000 0001 0001 1001 
000432 01 la  +282 0000 0001 0001 1010 
000433 o l l b  +283 0000 0001 0001 1011 
00&36 011e +286 0000 0001 0001 1 1 1 0  
000437 oi i f  +287 0000 0001 000 I 1 I I I 
000454 0 1 2 ~  +3oo 0000 0001 0010 1100 
000455 012d +301 0000 0007 001 0 I 101 
000457 Ol2f +303 0000 0001 0010 1 1 1 1  
000474 01% +316 0000 0001 001 1 1100 
000475 Ol3d +3?7 0000 0001 0011 1101 
000476 013e +318 0000 0001 0011 1110 
000477 013f +319 0000 0001 001 1 1 1  1 1  
000550 0168 +360 0000 0001 01 10 1000 
000551 0169 +361 0000 0001 0110 1001 
000552 o16a +362 0000 0001 0110 1 0 1 0  
000553 016b +363 0000 0001 0110 1 0 1 1  
000556 016e +366 0000 0001 0110 1 1 1 0  
000557 o16f +367 0000 0001 0110 1 1 1 1  
000576 017e +382 0000 0001 0111 1110 
000577 017f +383 0000 0001 0111 1111 
0006oo 0180 +384 0000 0001 1000 0000 
oo0601 0181 +385 0000 0001 1000 0001 
000602 0182 +386 0000 0001 I 000 00 1 0 
000603 0183 +387 0000 0001 1000 ool I 
000606 0186 +390 0000 0001 1000 01 10 
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SIGNIFICANT FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 

COUNT 
HEX DECIMP 
33 +51 
34 +52 
35 +53 
36 +54 
37 +55 
38 +56 
39 +57 
3a +58 
3b +59 
3c +60 
3d +61 
3e +62 
3f +63 
40 +64 
4 1  +65 
42 +66 
43 +67 
44 +68 
45 +69 
46 +70 
47 +71 
4 8  +72 
49 +73 
4a +74 
4b +75 
4c +76 
4d +77 
4e +78 
4f +79 
50 +80 
51 +81 
52 +82 
53 +83 
54 +84 
55 +85 
56 +86 
57 +87 
58 +88 
59 +89 
5a +90 
5b +91 
5c +92 
5d +93 
5e +94 
5f +95 
60 +96 
61 +97 
62 +98 
63 +99 
64 +loo 

DESIGNATION NUMBER 
,L OCTAL HEX DECIMAL 

000607 0187 +391 
ooo61 I 0189 +393 
000613 018b +395 
000617 o18f +399 
000626 0196 +406 
000627 0197 +407 
000630 0198 +408 
00063 I o igg +409 
000632 Olga +410 
000633 oigb +411 
000636 Olge +414 
000637 olgf +4 15 
000650 01a8 +424 
000651 Ola9 +425 
000652 Olaa +426 
000653 Olab +427 
000654 01ac +428 
000655 Olad +429 
000656 olae  +430 
000657 olaf $431 
000674 oibc +444 
000675 oibd +445 
000676 Olbe +446 
000677 Olbf +447 
000750 ole8 +488 
000751 Ole9 +489 
000752 Olea +490 
000753 Oleb +491 
000756 olee +494 
000757 01 ef +495 
000776 Olfe +510 
001474 033c +828 
001475 033d +829 
001477 033f +831 
001526 0356 +854 
001527 0357 +855 
001530 0358 +856 
001531 0359 +857 
001532 035a +858 
001533 035b +859 
001536 035e +862 
001537 035f +863 
001550 0368 +872 
00155 1 0369 +873 
001552 036a 4874 
001553 036b +875 
001554 036c +876 
001555 036d +877 
001556 036e +878 
001557 o36f +879 

BINARY 
0000 0001 1000 01 1 1 
0000 0001 1000 1001 
0000 0001 1000 1011 
0000 0001 1000 1 I 1 1  
0000 0001 1001 01 10 
0000 0001 1001 01 1 1  
0000 0001 f 001 1000 
0000 0001 1001 1001 
0000 0001 1001 1010 
0000 0001 1001 101 1 
0000 0001 1001 1 1 1  0 
0000 0001 I001 1111 
0000 0001 1010 1000 
0000 0001 101 0 1001 
0000 0001 1010 1010 
0000 0001 1010 1011 
0000 0001 1010 1100 
0000 0001 1010 1101 
0000 0001 1010 1110 
0000 0001 1010 1 1 1 1  
0000 0001 1011 1100 
0000 0001 1011 1101 
0000 0001 1011 1110 
0000 0001 l o l l  1 1 1 1  
0000 0001 1120 1000 
0000 0001 1110 1001 
0000 0001 1110 1010 
0000 0001 1110 1011 
0000 0001 1110 I l l 0  
0000 0001 1110 1 1 1 1  
0000 0001 I l l 1  1110 
0000 0011 0011 1100 
0000 0011 0011 1101 
0000 0011 0011 1 1 1 1  
0000 0011 0107 0110 
0000 0011 0101 0111 
0000 0011 0101 1000 
0000 0011 0101 1001 
0000 0011 0101 1010 
0000 0011 0101 1011 
0000 0011 0101 1110 
0000 0011 0101 1 1 1 1  
0000 0011 0110 1000 
0000 001 1 01 10 1001 
0000 0011 0110 1010 
0000 001 1 01 10 101 1 
0000 0011 0110 1100 
0000 0011 0110 1101 
0000 0011 0110 1110 
0000 0011 0110 1 1 1 1  
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HEX 
65 
66 
67 

S I G N I F I C A N T  FUNCTIONS OF +4 V A R I A B L E S  

3UNT D E S  I G N A T I O N  NUMBER 
D E C I M A L  OCTAL HEX D E C I M A L  B I N A R Y  
+I01 001574 037c +892 0000 0011 0111 1100 
+ I  02 001575 037d +893 0000 0011 0 1 1 1  1101 
+ I  03 001576 037e +894 0000 0 0 1 1  0 1 1 1  1110 
+lo4 001700 0 3 ~ 0  +960 0000 001 I 1 loo 0000 
+lo5 001701 0 3 ~ 1  +961 0000 001 I I loo 0001 
+ I  06 001703 0 3 3  +963 0000 001 I I 1 00 001 I 
+ I  07 001705 03c5 +965 0000 0011 1100 0101 
+lo8 001706 0 3 ~ 6  +966 0000 0011 1100 0 7 1 0  
+log 001707 0 3 ~ 7  +967 0000 001 1 1 loo 01 I I 
+ I  10 00 17 17 03cf +975 0000 0011 1100 1 1 1 1  
+ 1 1 1  001724 03d4 4980 0000 0011 1 1 0 1  0100 
+ I  22 001725 03d5 -1-981 0000 001 1 1101 0101 
+ I  13 001726 03d6 +982 0000 0011 1101 0110 
+ I  14 001727 03d7 +983 0000 0011 1 1 0 1  0111 
+ I  15 001730 03d8 +984 0000 0011 1101 1000 
+ I  16 00173 1 03d9 +985 0000 0011 1101 1001 
+ I  17 001733 03db +987 0000 0011 1 1 0 1  1 0 1 1  
+ I  18 001734 03dc +988 0000 0011 1101 1100 
+ I  19 001735 03dd +989 0000 0011 1101 1101 
+120 001736 03de +990 0000 0011  1 1 0 1  1110 
+I21 001774 03fc +1,020 00000011 1 1 1 1  1100 
+122 003140 0660 +1,632 oo00011001100000 
+123 003141 0661 +1,633 oooo o l i o  01 lo  0001 
+124 003142 0662 +1,634 0000 01 10 01 10 0010 
+125 003143 0663 +1,635 0000 01 l o  o l i o  001: 
+126 003146 0666 +1,638 o o o o o ~ ~ o o ~ ~ o o l l o  
+127 003147 0667 +1,639 0000 o l i o  01 lo  01 1 I 
+ 7 28 003151 0669 +1,641 0000 0110 0110 tool 
+129 003153 06613 +1,643 0000011001101011 
+I30 003 157 o66f + I  ,647 0000 01 10 01 10 1 1  1 1 
+131 003162 0672 +1,650 0000 0 1 1 0  0111 0010 
+ I  32 003163 0673 +1,651 o o o o ~ i i o o l t l o o l l  
+I33 003166 0676 +1,654 oooo o i t o  0 1 1 1  o l i o  
+I34 003170 0678 +1,656 000001100111 1000 
+I35 003171 0679 +1,657 o o o o o ~ l o o i ~ ~  1001 
+ I  36 003172 o67a +1,658 o o o o o l l o o ~ l l  1010 
+ 137 003173 067b +1,659 o o o o o l l o o ~ l l  1011  
+138 003176 o67e +1,662 oooo011001l f  1 1 1 0  
+I39 003220 0690 + I  ,680 0000 01 lo  loot 0000 
+14o 003221 0691 +1,681 o o o o o 1 1 o 1 o o i o o o 1  
+ I 4 1  003223 0693 +1,683 0000 01 1 0  1001 001 1 
+142 003226 0696 +1,686 o o o ~ o ~ l o l o o i  o l i o  
+I43 003227 0697 + I ,  687 0000 01 10 I 001 01 I 1 
+144 003237 o6gf +1,695 o o o o o i i o ~ o o ~  1 1 1 1  
4145 003260 06b0 +1,712 O O O O O I I O I O I I  0000 
+146 003261 06b1 +1,713 0oo001101011 0001 
+147 003262 06b2 +1,714 000001101011 0010 
+148 003263 06b3 +1,715 0000 0110 1 0 1 1  0011 
+14g 003264 06b4 +1,716 o o o o o l l o  1 0 1 1  0100 
+I50 003265 06b5 +1,717 o o o o o l l o 1 0 1 1  0101 
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CC 
HEX 

)UNT 
DECIMAL 
+I51 
+ 152 
+I53 + 154 
+I55 
+ I  56 
+ 157 
+158 
+ 159 
+160 
t i 6 1  
+162 
+163 
+ i 64 
+165 
+166 
+ I  67 
+ 168 
+169 
+170 
+171 
+ I  72 
+ 173 + 174 
+I75 
+ I  76 
+I77 
+178 
+I79 
+180 
+181 
+182 
+183 
+184 
+185 
+ I  86 
+187 
+188 
+ I  89 
+190 
+I91 
t I 92 
+I93 + 194 
+ 195 
+196 
+ 197 
+198 
+199 
-1-200 

'CANT FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 

DESIGNATION NUMBER 
OCTAL HEX DECIMAL BINARY 
003266 06b6 +1,718 o o o o o 1 1 o i o 1 1  0110 
003267 06b7 +1,719 ooooOllO1011 0111 
003271 o6b9 +l,72l 0000 0110 1011 1001 
003275 06bd +1,725 000001101011 1 1 0 1  
003360 06fo +1,776 o o o c o 1 1 o 1 1 1 1  0000 
003361 06f1 +1,777 o o o o o ~ ~ o  1 1 1 1  0001 
003362 o6f2 +1,778 O O O ~ O ~ I O I I I I  0010 
003366 061-6 +1,782 0000 0110 1 1 1 1  0110  
003371 o6f9 +1,785 000001101111 1001 
003566 0776 + i , g i o  o o o o o l ~ ~  0111 o l i o  
003570 0778 +1,912 O O O O O I I I O I I I  1000 
003571 0779 +1,913 00000111 0111 1001 
003572 077a ~ 1 , 9 1 4  00000111 0111 1010 
003576 077e +1,918 OOOOOlll 0111 1 1 1 0  
003660 07bo +1,968 ooooo111 2 0 1 1  oooo 
003661 07b1 +1,969 0000 0111  1011 0001 
003664 07b4 +1,972 00000111 1011 0100 
003665 07b5 +1,973 oooo 01 I I l o l l  O I O I  
003666 07b6 +1,974 ooooo111 1011  0 1 1 0  
003674 07bc + I  ,980 0000 01 1 1  101 1 1 loo 
003740 07eo +2,016 O O O O O I I I  11100000 
0037'11 07e1 +2,017 O O O O O I I I  I I I O O O O ~  
003742 07e2 +2,018 00000111 1110OO1O 
003743 07e3 +2,019 0000 01 1 1  11  10 001 1 
003746 o7e6 +2,022 0000 01 1 1  1 1  20 01 10 
00375 1 07eg +2,025 0000 01 1 1 1 1 10 1001 
003760 o7fo +2,032 0000 01 1 I 1 1  1 1  0000 
003761 o7r1 +2,033 o o o o o l l l  1111  0001 
003762 07f2 +2,034 ooooo111 1 1 1 1  0010 
003770 07f8 +2,040 0000 01 1 I 1 1  1 1  1000 
007760 o f r o  +4,080 oooo I I I I I I I I 0000 
013150 1668 +5,736 0001 o 1 1 o o l l o 1 o o o  
013151 1669 +5,737 0001 0110 0110 1001 
013152 166a +5,738 0001 0110 0110 1010 
013153 166b +5>739 0001 011001101011 
013156 166e +5,742 0001 0110 O t  10 1110 
013176 167e +5,758 0001 0110 0111 1110 
013201 1681 +5,761 ooo? O I I O I O O O O O O I  
013203 1683 +5,763 0001 o i l 0  10000011 
013206 1686 +5,766 0001 01 10  1000 01 1 0  
013207 1687 +5,767 0001 0110 1000 01 1 1  
013211 1689 +5,769 0001 o11o1ooo1oo1 
013213 168b +5,771 0001 O l ? O  1000 1011 
013216 168e +5,774 0001 0110 1000 I 1 1 0  
013226 1696 +5,782 0001 01101001 0110 
013227 1697 +5,783 0001 0110 1001 0111 
013230 1698 +5,784 0001 0110 1001 1000 
013231 1699 +5,785 0001 0110 1001 1001 
013232 1693 +5,786 0001 o l i o  1001 1010 
013233 169b +5,787 0001 01 10 1001 1011 
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SIGNIFICANT FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 

COUNT 
HEX DECIMAL 
cg +PO1 
ca +202 
cb +203 
cc +204 
cd +205 
ce +206 
cf +PO7 
do +208 
dl +209 
d2 +210 
d3 +211 
d4 +212 
d5 +213 
d6 +214 
d7 +215 
d8 +216 
d9 +217 
da +218 
db +219 
dc +220 
dd $221 
de +222 

DESIGNATION NUMBER 
OCTAL HEX DECIMAL BINARY 
013236 169e +5,790 0001 01 10 1001 1 1  1 0  
013251 16a9 +5,801 0001 01 l o  To10 1001 
013254 16ac +5,804 0001 0110 1010 1100 
013255 16ad +5,805 0001 0110 1010 1101 
013274 16bc $5,820 0001 01 10 101 1 1100 
013351 16eg +5,865 0001 01 1 0  I I 10  1001 
013576 177e +6,014 O O 0 1 0 1 1 1  0111 7110 
013616 178e +6,030 0001 0111 I O O O I I ~ O  
013626 1796 +6,038 0001 0 1 1 1  1001 0110 
013630 1798 +6,040 0001 O I I I  1001 1000 
013632 179a +6,042 0001 0111 1001 1010 
013654 17ac +6,060 0001 0 1 1 1  to lo  1100 
013750 17e8 +6,120 0001 0111 1110 1000 
014347 18e7 +6,375 0001 1000 I 1 1 0  01 1 I 
014741 Igel +6,625 0001 1001 1110 0001 
014743 lge3 +6,627 0001 lo01 1 1  10 0011 
014746 19e6 +6,630 0001 1001 1 1  1 0  01 1 0  
015730 1bd8 +7,128 0001 1011 1101 1000 
015744 lbe4 +7,140 0001 1011 1110 0100 
017341 lee1 +7,905 0001 1110 11100001 
036303 3cc3 +15,555 0011 1100 11000011 
064626 6996 t27,030 01 10 1001 1001 0110 



APPENDIX B 

COMPLEMENTATION STATES 

SIGNIFICANT FUNCTIONS ARE I N  THE REFERENCE STATE, 

TO EFFECT A DESIGNATED TRANSFORMATION, COMPLEMENT THE 
SPEC IFIED VARIABLES CONSIDERED I N  ALPHABETIC ORDER AS 
THEY ENTER THE SIGNIFICANT FUNCTION SYNTHESIS I N  USE. 

COMPLEMENTED STATES OF +1 VARIABLES 
DESIGNATION COUNT COMPLEMENT 

REFERENCE 0 + 0 
1 + 1 A 

COMPLEMENTED STATES OF +2 VARIABLES 
DESIGNATION COUNT COMPLEMENT 

REFERENCE 0 + 0 
1 + 1 B 
2 + 2 A B 
3 + 3 A 

COMPLEMENTED STATES OF 
DESIGNATION COUNT 

REFERENCE 0 + 0 
1 + 1 
2 + 2 
3 + 3 
4 + 4 
5 + 5 
6 + 6 
7 + 7 

+3 VARIABLES 
COMPLEMENT 

C 
B C 
B 

A B 
A B C  
A C 
A 

COMPLEMENTED STATES OF +4 VARIABLES 
DES IGNATION COUNT COMPLEMENT 

REFERENCE 0 + 0 
1 + 1 D 
2 + 2 C D 
3 + 3 C 
4 + 4 B C 
5 + 5 B C D  
6 + 6 B D 
7 + 7 B 
8 + 8 A B 
9 + 9 A B  D 
a + I 0  A B C D  
b + f  1 A B C 
c + I 2  A C 
d +73 A C D  
e +14 A D 
f +15 A 



APPENDIX C 

PERMUTAT I 0  N STATES 

SIGNIFICANT FUNCTIONS ARE IN THE REFERENCE STATE. 
TO EFFECT A DESIGNATED TRANSFORMATION, LABEL THE 

INPUT LEADS I N  THE ORDER SPECIFIED. 

PERMUTATION STATES OF +I  VARIABLES 
DESIGNATION COUNT INPUT LABEL 

REFERENCE A + 0 A 

PERMUTATION STATES OF +2 VARIABLES 
DESIGNATION COUNT INPUT LABEL 

REFERENCE A + 0 A B 
B + 1 B A 

PERMUTATION STATES OF 4-3 VARIABLES 
DESIGNATION COUNT INPUTLABEL 

REFERENCE A + 0 A B C  
B + 1 A C B 
C + 2 B C A  
D + 3 B A G  
E + 4 C A B  
F + 5 C B A  

PERMUTATION STATES OF +4 VARIABLES 
DESIGNATION COUNT INPUT LABEL 

REFERENCE A + 0 A B C D  
B + I A B D C  
C + 2 A C D B  
D + 3 A C B D  
E + 4 A D B C  
F + 5 A D C B 
G + 6 B D C A  
H + 7 B D A C  
I + 8 B C A D  
J + 9 B C D A  
K + I  0 B A D C  
L + 1 1  B A C D  
M + I 2  C A B D  
N + I 3  C A D B  
6 +14 C B D A  
P +15 C B A D  
Q +16 C D A B  
R + I 7  C D B A  
S +18 D C B A  
T + 19 D C A B  
U +2 0 D B A C  
V +2 1 D B C A  
W +22 D A C B  
X +2 3 D A B C  



APPENDIX D 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS O F  +1 VARIABLES FROM 0 TO 3 
0 1 2 3  

0 +OAOl+OAO2-OAO2-OAO1 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION O F  THE FUNCTIONS O F  + 2  VARIABLES FROM 0 TO i' 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  c d e f  

0 +OAOl+OAO2+1AO2+OAO3 +3AO2+OBO3+OAO4-2AO2 + ~ A o ~ - o A o ~ - O B O ~ - ~ A M  -0A03-1A02-0A02-0A01 

EQUIVALENCE C L A S S I P  ICATION O F  THE FUNCTIONS O F  + 3  VARIABLES FROI4 00 TO f f  
4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  c d e f  

+3AO2+OBO3+OAdl+OAOi +2A02+1AO4+2B03+lAOj  +2A03+3A05+2AO5+OA& 
+ O E O ~ + O E O ~ + O A O ~ + O A O ~  +OA@+OAOa+3COa+OAOb +~EOE~+OBO~+OAOC-5Aoj  
+lAC9+CCOz+l AOe+l AOb + 5 E 0 4 + l A 0 7 + 7 E 0 5 + 1 A 0 8  + ~ E O ~ + ~ A O C + ~ B O ~ - ~ A O ~  
+3EOa+CCOb+CCOc-5Co5 +~ lEOa+3COc+3COb-6COi  + O A O ~ - ~ E O ~ - ~ E O ~ - ~ A O ~  
+6C03+1EO-+3AOa+lBOb + ~ C O ~ + ~ A O ~ + ~ C O ~ + ~ A O C  + 7 C 0 5 + 3 A 0 8 ~ 3 A O b - 6 A 0 5  
+2EOj+OEO6+OEOc-jEO5 + 6 C o a + l E O c + O X d - 5 C O a  -2COb-4EW-2COa-4B03 
+ 4 A o a + 3 E o ~ + C C o d - ~ A O a  + ~ A O ~ + O A O ~ - ~ E O C - ~ A O ~  -2COc-6A07-7AOa-4A04 
-2B0b-6E0j-2A0a-l lC03 -2AOc-2A07-7COa-iiCO4 -7EOa-i(E&-2AC9-5AW 



008 
ow 
ooa 
00b 
ooc 
om 
ooe 
OOf 

018 
019 
ola 
Olb 
01C 
Old 
ole 
Olf 

OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS O F  BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

+OA01+OA02+lA02+OA03 +3A02+0B03+OAO4+OAOj +2A02+1A04+2803+1AO5 
+7AOZ+cX03+cX04+CCo5 +OEO4+OEO5+OAO7+OAO8 +OA@?+OAOa+3COa+OAOb 
+6A02+lC04+2C03+3COj +lAGQ+CCOa+lAOa+lAOb +5EO4tlA07+7E05+1AO8 
+6A03+lC05+2CO5+CC06 +SEOa+CCOb+CCOc+CCOd +4E0a+3COc+3CObL3COd 
+~AO2+1E@++3A@?+OEOa +6CO3+ lEOj+3AOa+lBOb +5C04+3A07+4COa+3AOc 
+6B03+3E@+lCOa+lCOb +2E0~+OE06+OEOc+OEOd +6~0a+lEOc+OBOe+0a0f 
+5A04+7AO7+6AOa+l~0c +4POa+3EOc+CCOe+CCOf +5A07+OA11+5EOc+OA 12 
+7A05+7A08+6A0b+lCOd +6BOb+3EOd+lCOf+CC 10 +5AOc+6A 12+4BOftCC 13 

FROM 0000 TO Olf f 
c d e f  

+2A03+3A05+2~05+0~06 
+lEOa+OBOb+OAOc+OA W 
+6EOa+lAOc+3a0b+lAOd 
+OAOe+OAOf+l AOf+OAlO 
+7CO5+3A08+3AOb+3AW 
+6COb+1EOd+lBOf+OB1O 
+5COc+2A12+4COf+OA13 
+4AOf+OE13+0A14+OA15 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES FROM 0200 TO 03ff 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  c d e f  

020 +eA02+1104+6G03+11~5 +1G0~+0IOa+3KOa+OIOb +5~04+7~07+7~05+7G08 + ~ G O ~ + ~ K O C + ~ H O ~ + ~ K O ~  
021 +lM@?+aSOa+lMOa+lMOb +OIlg+OIla+OIlb+OIlc +3Clg+lDlb+3Cla+lDlc +lAlf+OL20elA20+lA21 
022 +5QO4+1M07+7QO5+tMO8 +1Alg+lAlb+lAla+lAlc +fS07+1A17tfSO8+1A18 +3Blb+lAld+3Blc+lAte 
023 +6Q0a+l~0c+3~0b+l~0d +lDlf+OM2C+ID20+1D21 +3Clb+3Cld+3Clc+3Cle +lA22+1A24+1A23+1A25 
024 +lA2e+lA30+lA2f+lA31 +3G2f+lH31+1A34+1A35 +3B30+lA32+3831+1A33 +7131+1~33+3~35+1A36 
025 +?M2P+lN31+3C34+lD35 +lA3f+lA41+1A40+1A42 +3C39+1D3b+3C3a+lD3c +1~43+1~45+1~44tlA'16 
026 +3C30+3C32+3C31+3C33 +lA39+1A3b+lA3a+lA3c +7~32+1A37+7E33+1A38 +3B3b+lA3d+3B3c+TA3e 
027 +3M31+3M33+3C35+3C36 +lD43+lD45+1~~$4+1D46 +3C3b+3C?d+3C3~+3C3e +lA47+1A49+lA48+1A'la 
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EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARTABLES 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

+cA02+1G04+ffi09+CGoa +2GO3+3GOj+lKOa+OHOb +5I04+3G07+6IOa+lK0c 
+lS~+OUOa+ffil9+ffila +3WOa+OUOb+OHlb+OHlc +1El9+1Elb+lBlf+OK2O 
+3A2e+lB3m7G2r+lI31 +3A2f+lB31+3A34+1B35 +3A3Ot3A32+7H31+3K33 
+3S2f+lT3l+lB3f+lB41 +lE34+1E35+1B4C+lB12 +lE39+1E3b+lB43+1B45 
+dQO4+7SO7+3Al9+lBlb +rQO5+7sO8+~Ala+lBlc +fM07+3A17+3Alb+3Ald 
+ ~ S O ~ + ~ W O C + ~ E ~ ~ + O X ~ O  +6TOb+3WOd+lE20+lE21 +?Flb+lEld+lB22+ 1B24 
+7C3mlE32+3A39+1B3b +7C31+1E33+3A3a+lB3c +7C32+3A37+3A3b+jAj'd 
+7U3l+lW33+1E43+lE +3~35+1E36+1E'ib+lE46 +3F3b+lE3d+lB47+1B49 

FROM 0400 TB Ojff 
c d e r  

+7105+3~08+610b+lK0~ 
+lEla+lElc+lB20+lB~~ 
+3A31+3A33+3A35+3A36 
+lE3a+lE3c+lB44+1~46 
+fMo8+3A18+3Al ci.3~1~ 
+3Flc+lEle+lB23+1~25 
+7C33+3A38+3A3~+3~3e 
+3F3c+lE3e+lB48+1~4~ 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 2  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

+dA~+l~07+~+KOa+3IOc +6KOa+lG0c+OGOe+CGOf +5~07+ffi11+5G0~+6G12 
+3Q19+ lRlb+OJlf+OJ20 +CGlf+ffi20+ffi22+ffi23 +ffi26+OG27+0128+0129 
+dC30+1 I32+7G3 l+ 1 I33 +3K39+1L3b+)K3a+lL3c +7~32+7G37+7~33+7G38 
+3&39+lR3b+lO43+1O45 +0157+0158+0159+015a +0I5d+OI5e+OI5f+OI60 
+9C30+3G32+1K39+1K3b +3G31+3G33+1K3a+lK3c +7132+3G37+3L3b+lK3d 
+lS39+lS3b+oHj7+OH58 +lV43+1V45+OH59+OH5a +OH5d+OH5e+OK61+OK62 
+ O A ~ ~ + O A ~ ~ + O A ~ C + O A ~ ~  +2A7c+OB7d+OA7e+OA7f +2~7b+OA8W2B7d+OA81 
+cQ7c+CQ7d+oA83+OA84 +OB83+OB84+OA85-aC72 +0~86+0A87+0A88+0A89 



OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

+dA02+2G@+4G04+7GOa +4104+7IOa+4G07+2KOc +4G03+2KOa+4G05+7HOh 
+2A2e+CG2f+2B30+013 1 +2A3OtOH3 1+2A32+OK33 +2~2f+2A34+2~3 1+2B35 
+hS09+7Glg+fUOa+70la +6Elg+2~11+6Elb+3~20 +cWOa+7Hlb+fUOb+7Hlc 
+cS2f+2B3f+eT31+2B" +6E39+28'13+6E3b+2& +6E34+2B'l0+6E35+2B'k2 
+bM09+7119+llC19+2Alf +fOOa+71la+6Dlb+3L20 +eMOa+7Ilb+bCla+2A20 
+cM2f+2A3f+ltC39+2A113 +eN31+2A4 1+6D3b+2A45 +4C34+2AbCK4C3a+2A44 
+9Q19+2A26+'i?lf+2828 +4Clf+2A28+1IC22+2A2a +9Qlh+2A27+4F20+2B29 
+4C3f+2Ahb+h?l13+2~4d +!lC113+2~kd+llC47+2Allf +4C40+2A4c+4?4h+2B1+e 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES FROM OaOO TO Obff 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  c d e f  

Oao +cBO3+2IOa+6GO5+7GOb + ~ I O ~ + ~ H O ~ + ~ G O C + ~ H O ~  +5~05+7~0c+hGC6+7~Cd + ~ G o ~ + ~ H o ~ + ~ G C ~ + ~ H I O  
Oa 1 +6W2f+01?4+20?1+0175 +OI?~+OI3e+OI~b+OI?c +0I3f+OI~O+OI4 1+01'12 +OL43+OL44+OU5+OU6 

029 
Oaa 
Oab 
oac 
Oad 
Oae 
Oaf 
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EQUNALESCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUXCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 

OCO 
OC 1 

Oc b 
OC c 
Ocd 
oce 
OCf 

Od8 
Od9 
Oda 
cdb 
Odc 
Odd 
Ode 
cdf 

EQUIVPLENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIOPJS OF +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  @ g a b  

+dAOj+7Koc+5HOb+210? +jIOo+2HOf+5GO~+lG 1 4  +5GC8+4G 12+~God+4G 13 
+ ~ c ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ w o J J I ~ + o J ~ L  + ~ c J ' ~ + o G J I ~ + + ~ ~ ~ ! I ~ + o G ' . R  + c G ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ c + ~ I J + ~ + o I ~ ~  
+dU31+7G3b+7G35+7G3c +7HJt3+7HJ17+7HJt4+7H1 8 +dU33+7G3d+7G36+7G3e 
+61.169+116~+ 1 I6b+ 116d +0173+017Jl+1L74+0175 + 116s+1 I71+1 I7W 1 I72 
+gM31+7J3b+71Jt3+71it7 +7J35+7J3c+7144+711i8 +dO33+713d+7145+7149 
+2u69+ lH6c+Od73+Od7'. +146~+1H6d+lK7!:+0d75 + 1 ~ 6 f + l ~ 7 1 + 1 ~ 7 6 + 1 ~ 7 8  
+aQ7~+2~86+2K83+2~8~  +2L83+2L89+2K85+2~",a +8R7d+2K87+2K8!t-d~89 
+ZAab+OKac+2Bad+OLae +2Aad+OKae+2Aaf-aC70 +ZAac+ZAbW23ae-bD@& 

Oed +ZAa5+3La7+2Aa7+2Aaa +3~a6+3~a8+2Aag-a~9L +>~i6+3~a9+2Aa8-d~9'1 -51.175-5~5a-!i~Sa-9~2i 
Oee +8Q7e+ZAa1+8S85+2Ba3 +8Q85+2Aa?+ZAaDe2Ae4 +8Wf+2Aa2-4U72-5U60 -41.172-51.160-eC56-8Ale 
Oef +ZAbl+ZAb14+2Bb3-8D76 +2Ab3-8E76-eAgd-oCJld +2Ab2-fA9c-&X6d-cF45 -4M6d-cC45-fC42-8AOd 



1 oc 
10d 
ice 
1 Of 

OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE NXCTIONS OF +!! VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

+8P02+ 1~0\+3t.io9+CQoa +OS09+OSOa+Oa19+0Qla +7A2e+lC30+1M2f+li431 
+eGO3+lQO5+3WOa+l NOb +1WOa+OTOb+M/lb+OQlc +7A2f+lC3 1+1C3'1+1C35 
+d10'~+3M07+~lOOa+3MCc +3El9+lFlb+lCl~+0N2O +7A3WlC32+3N3l+lM33 
+f10j+3M08+3~0b+3MOd +3Ela+lFlc+lC20+1C21 +7A3l+lC33+3D35+1C36 
+dG04+3S07+lC19+1Clb +6u~a+iwoc+lFlf+oi120 +7830+3E32+1C39+lC3b 
+r~oj+3S08+1Cla+lC1c +6UOb+lSJOd+lF2DtlF21 +?B37+3E33+1C3aflC3c 
+fG07+7A17+3Dlb+lCld +3Elb+3Eld+lC22+1C2J4 +7A32+7A37+3D3b+lC3d 
+f~08+7A18+3Dlc+lCle +3Elc+3Ele+lC23+1C2j +7P33+7A3P+3D?c+lC3e 

FROM 1000 TO llff 

ONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
8 9 a b 

FROM 1200 TO 13ff 



RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIF 
0 1 7 1  

ICATION 8F THE FLiiCTIONS OF 14 VARIABLES 
4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

+4HOa+3UOc+lGlf+OV20 +dA30+1G32+3139+1J3b 
+OSOe+OSOf+OS22+OS2~ +3!139+lX3b+ffi57+CG58 
+l!l3g+1~3b+OR57+OR58 +OE7a+OE7b+OI7c+017d 
+lrl3a+lW3c+oT59+oT5a +2E7c+OF7d+oF83+0~84 
+~soc+6sl2+0u28+0u2g +dQ32+7S37+OU5d+ou5e 
+ ~ S O ~ + O W ~ ~ ~ O \ J Z ~ + O W ~ ~  +3U3b+3W3d+0X61+0X62 
+3X3b+lW3d+OW6 ?+ow62 +2Ej'b+OE80+OE86+0E87 
+3X3c+lW3e+OW63-bF64 +2E7d+2E81+0F88-bC89 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTI 
0 2 1  4 5 6 7  



OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS O F  BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 

1 a0 
la1 
1 a2 
a3 

1 all 

1 bO 
I b l  
1 b2 
lb3 
1 b4 
lbj 
1 b6 
1b7 

lb9 
lba 
1 bb 
1 bC 
1 Dd 
I be 
lbf 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OR +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  " 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

+cCOa+fAlb+cCla+2P20 +e~lf+3~22+3128+312a +d~31+7~3b+3141+3145 
+eC34+6Mh0+6M3a+2P'l4 +i~j7+1G59+1~61+1363 +2069+1~6~+206a+306d 
+gFlb+bM27+4Q20+2029 +218~+108e+238d+368f +9~3b+205e+d~45+2860 
+4~40+6M4~+4Q44+2olie +1095+1097+1P96-bM98 +7R6~+3671+7R6d+3672 
+gc39+2U5d+cGg r+CGg2 +cFjj'+2u6 1 + ~ ~ g 5 + ~ ~ 9 6  +aC7~+2G86+OC9b+OG9c 
+Ps6g+3~6f+oGa5+ma6 +3~73+3U76+CGa7-aFa8 +CGab+OGac+CGbl+CGbB 
+aHjd+eCcW8V92+OIcl +CIC~+OIC~+OIC~'+OIC~ +au86+0Ica+8U9c-d~a2 
+oH6r-gilbb+8~a6-g~8a +01d2-bFa3+01d3-bC63 +8uac-bCba-5Ub2-9C7f 

FROM la00 TO lbff 



RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES 

1 eO 
l e l  
1 e 2  
1 e3 
1 e4 

1 e 8  
1 eg 
1 e a  
l e b  
1 e c  
1 ed 
1 e e  
1 e f  

l f 8  
I f 9  
? f a  
l f b  

l f d  
l f e  
I f f  

ICATICN OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +'I VAHIABLES 
U F 7  R O I h  

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

+~AOc+fAld+eA2Ot3124 +eB20+3H2!++7K2a+lG2c +dA33+7K3d+7L45+3Ih9 
+eC40+fC55+3P59+1J5b +3~5g+l~;b+lG65+1G67 + lG6~+lG7l+ l J76+1J78  
+gF3b+61,15e+cc58+2~62 +2192+2199+2196+219a +8E7d+2187+2J8J+-dG89 
'~dD6c+7W71+6M71!+3P78 +lOa7+loag+OJaa-bM94 +2Oac+OIb0+2Oae-dG8~l 
+gC3b+ZU5e+2H92+CG99 +cF58+2~62+2H96+%9a +8D7d+2G87+2Ggc+CG9f 
+ d ~ 6 ~ + 3 ~ 7 1 + 1 ~ a 7 + l ~ a g  +6~74+3~78+%aa-oX9Q +2Uac+oCb1NCGb~i-dCgc 
+aA86+eCca+OJcb+OJcc +oCco+OCcc+fficd-bPc1 +aCb8+Ece-fGbO-dG87 
+8Aac-bQba-5Idll-bN88 ~OGd4-bH88-5Kd2-aC5f +CCd5-bCb8-5Uac-bD7d 



OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS O F  BOOLEAN FUNCTiONS 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIPICPTION OF TXE 'UNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  " 6 7  8 9 a b  

+gA02+2Fi09+LQOb+7Qoa +6A2e+m?f+2C3~0~3 1 +aS09+7Qlg+"SOa+7Ql a 
+cIC~+700a+2M07+2~0c +6A30+01.13 1+2~32+0~33 +LE19+2Clf+6Fl ot3N2O 
+~G03+2MOa+6QOj+2~0b +6fi21"+2C34+2C31+2~35 +eWOa+7Qlb+fTOb+7Qlc 
+eIoj+2MOb+2MO8+2MUd +GA31+2D35+2C33+2~36 +J+Ela+2C21X6Plc+2C21 
+bC09+f119+6A19+2~1f +cG2f+6F3f+6839+2~43 +bO19+6A26+I+Elf+2C28 
+fIOa+rIla+6Alb+3M2O +eH31+6A!lT+6A3~+2DL5 +4Blf+6A28+4B72+2C2a 
+cKOa+fIlb~6Ala+2D20 +6A3~++6~40+6~3a+2~44 +gHlb+6A27+4E20+2C29 
tfIOb+PIlc+6Alc+2D21 +6A?5+6A1:2+6P3~+2~!16 +4320+6A2g+hB23+2C2b 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF TdE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLZS FRBPI 2200 TO 23I'f 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 g a b  c d e f  

220 +c~03+200a+bQOi+200b +6~2f+213!~+6031+2~35 +cU0~+7Rlb+fSOb+7Rlc +6~34+6~4~+6G35+6~42 
22% +500a+2~oe+6QOc+3NOf +O(S39+CB3a+OP3b+oP?c +7Qli'+3N22+7Q2W3N23 +3C57+1M59+3C58+1Mja 
222 + ~ Q o ~ + ~ Q o c + ~ + Q O ~ + ~ Q O ~  +Ct43f+O~l'IWh\l41+OY42 +fSOc+7Qld+fSCd+7Qle +e~40+3~55+eu42+3~56 
223 +500b+2~0~+6QOd+2~10 +CM!!31-0i-1411+OY45+0'1lt6 +eT2W3N24+7Q21+3N25 +3C59+3C5b+3C5a+3C5c 
224 +gG2P+7Oj9+3M3r+3!~1~3 +2~6~+0~69+3~69+3~6b +gU39+2~5d+dXQ3+2C5? +8T69+3C6f+7~6b+3C70 
225 +dI34+703a+3M~+W31+1~~ +1N69+0N6a+2C6~+0~6d +6F57+2C61+6F59+2C63 +3C73+3C76+3C74-a~77 
726 +gG31+7P3b+3M!~l+?Y4i +2C69+3CSc+2C6a+3~6d '9~3b+2~5e+dX45+2C60 +7F6~+3~71+7~6d+3C72 
227 +d~3T+7~?~+31~1~:2+314!~6 +~~6b+1~6d+2~6d+2~6e +6F58+2~62+6Fja+2C64 +6F71++?C78+3C75-&46 



RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +'I VARIABLES FROM 2600 TO 27ff  



OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION 07 THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  ' 1 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

+8E0~+2119+eS07+2310 +ck30).2139+6~32+2330 tb\l0a+6~lf+c~0c+f~20 
+8A30).2039+4Q32+233b +5E7a+ lI7c+7E7b+l I7d +e:139+7R57+eiz13b+7R58 
+guoa+6Rlf+eSoc+fS20 +c.i39+7G57+ex3~+7G58 +aSoe+fS22+fSOf+fS23 
+ ~ ~ 3 1 + 6 ~ 4 3 + ~ ~ 3 3 + 6 ~ ' 1 5  +5E7~+7F83+7F7d+7F84 +eW3a+rT5g+eW3c+fT;a 
+a119+5E8b+bS26+7E8c +aO39+7z'9l+gT5d+7Eg2 +zRlf+c'~18~+9T28+7E8d 
+a139+5291+9U5d+7F92 +917c+jE9b+jE86+7Egc +bG57+5E95+dX61+7F96 
+aGl:+eW8c+gU28+7F8d +bR57+7E95+d#61+7Eg6 +bS22+5E8e+d!I22+7E?f 
+aG43+5E93+9U5f+?F94 +5E83+5Egd+5~88-b~78 +9~59+5~97+dX63-9C98 

FROM 2800 TO 29ff 
c d e f  

+QS31+6G43+eu33+6G45 
+7E7e+7~83+7E7d+7E82 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FIJNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

+8EOjt21ia+eSa?+2Jlc +4H31+2132+6G33+2J3c +cUOb+6GZWcUOd+6G21 
+4N31+203a+iiQ33+203c +317c+lI7e+337d+117f +eT43+7R59+eT45+7R52 
+c~ob+6~2C+eSod+6R21 +eU43+7G59+eU45+7G5a +eSOf+rs24+eSlo+fS25 
+4~35+6~44+4~36+6~&6 +3083+3085+3084-9N72 +e~44+7~5b+e~46-dQ5c 
+oAjr+eEgl+bS4b+eWg3 +bN69+7Ea5+8T6r+7Ea6 +bS43+eX92+9Thd+eX94 
+b~6g+7~a5+Pu6f+7Fa$ +7Eab+7Ebl+7Eac+7Eb2 +9~73+7~a7+~~76+7~28 
+bV43+eW92+gUild+eHg +9~73+7~a7+cW76+7Ea8 +b~47+e~g9+dbl&f-5~66 
+bH6~+exa6+Pu70-RN75 +7~ad+7~b3+77ae-g~6d +cx7ii+7~a9-5S77-dQ.52. 

22d 
22c 
Paf 



RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES 

EQUIVPLEUCE CLASSIDICATION On THE FUNCTiC 
o l e ?  1 1 , 0 7  c d e f  

+4H41+4HLd+LHQ+661,~ 
+119b+lI9d+lI9~-9L78 
+8S6a+7G76+cV6a+7~77 
+1Ibl+lI~3+1ID2-ob6d 
+aN) d-dIaii+9R9' -dI67 
+909d-bEa0-5Pag-~sj~ 
+0~76-dIa3-cIa8-9~63 
-5Po3-bE85-cIa6-aBL4 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION r)F THE FLNCTIONS OF +' VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  4 1 6 7  8 g a b  

+~30b+6L~0+~31~+2123 t c ~ 3 5 t 6 ~ ' ~ ' t + l ~ i i 3 c + ? I L S  +9~lc+l,H29t1rH21+6G2b 
+ec!.j+7r+1jg+71.15r+3P53 +f~93+31R5+31PS+j18a +3193+3197+3~9!i-d~98 
+gF35+2JgR+dU42+2Jja +6~6b+2~71.+5Cfid+7~75 +9~3~+6~62+d~!'6+666il 
+d~fib+2~7J+511701-2~77 +3Jad+lIaf+3Jae-9N70 +20a6+3Ja9-5S75-5S5a 
+bDj:3teE92+8S93+eUc2 +8C6o+eEa6+9~afi+3Udo +a~5f+c~c1+8S94-dG92 
+gB73+7!la7~1Sa2+1Sd3 +dFadt7~~3-6~a!i-a~a6 +a1d2-f~cd-"Haa-d~96 
+aB83+eCcb+oS9d-<Sa9 +aQad+e~dk-S~b3-d~a6 ~a~SR-fHcc-ll~78-jV62 
+8Aad+eCd!--cQa?-dQ7'+ +3Bda-b~ad-cQad-aC60 taCd4-9Dcb-5~74-dQ58 

F ~ O M  2e00 TO 2fff 
c d e f  



OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS O F  BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FIA'CTIBNS OF +k VARIABLES FROl*! 3000 TO 31ff 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  c a e f  

300 +~AO3+2QOa+5Qoa+2MOe +2S2f+W3!l+OQ39+oQ3a +dS2?+7Q39+7Q34+7Q32 +6A68+m-i69+lM6g+olir6a 
301 +cIoj+7OOb+~tOOc+3i4Of +2S31+0Q35+Ca3b+W3~ +9H3f+3N'f3+3Nh0+3N114 +7A69+3D6b+2~6c+U,16d 

+dIC5+7OOc+4OOb+2MOf +eH3f+ON1TDtOV'13+ON'.h kdS31+7Q3b+7Q35+7Q3c +6A69+3D6~+2~6b+1?46d 
+c106+7OOd+~lOOd+2l410 +eH'i1+O,L1t2+0~Lj+0~!:6 +gHi;1+3N45+3NJt2+3~"6 +6A62+3D5d+2DSd+2~6e 

304 +eGOa+fJlb+eIlf+3Pl22 + ~ 0 3 ~ + 2 S ~ 0 + 3 ~ 5 7 + 1 N j 9  +oG39+6A5d+6A57+2D61 + 8 1 6 9 + 7 ~ 6 f + 6 ~ 7 3 + 3 ~ 7 6  
305 +eGOb+fJlc+7P20+3M23 +eH?j+?Si2+3D58ilN5a rdK43+6Pjf+6A59+2~63 +7A6b+7A70+3D74+3D77 

+fIO~+fIld+eI20+3i~l21,  +eH40+7A55+3Dj9+3Djb +9H3b+6A5e+6Aj8+2D62 +7A6~+7A71+6A7':+3D78 
+fIOd+fI~e+eI21+3M25 +eH! 2+7Aj6+3Dja-bCjc +dK'~5+6P60+6Aja+2~64 + 7 A 6 d + 7 ~ 7 2 + 6 ~ 7 5 - a ~ 4 5  

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUKCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  I t 5 6 7  8 g a b  

+dCoj+7Moc+l:Nob+6FIOf +eB3f+OCi40tCB4?+CB89 +dT31+7R3bC7R35+7R3c 
+Li~lOb+6NOf+jOOf+?1~114 +c~!:3+rn'i:+mk7+mk8 +7Qh3+3N47+7Q44+3Nk8 
+5i~'lO8+"M12+5QOd+4Q13 +m~i4b+@44c+U44d+@~14e +dS33+7Q3d+7&36+7Q3e 
+5OOd+LO 13+4Ol 0+2mrg +ON4d+oN4e+Q~1~:f+U450 +7Q4 5+3Ni:g+7Q46+3N4a 
+dI3  1+703b+7Pl13+31~1L7 +2T69+ 1Q6c+1 N73+0&711 +8G7~+21486+2N83+2N68 
+d135+703~+7~i4+31~1~8  +lQ6b+lQ6d+lN71:+1N75 +8C83+2M88+2:.185+2M8a 
+d133+703d+7~!.j+31~1!+9 + 1 ~ 6 f + l N 7 1 + 1 ~ 7 6 + 1 ~ 7 8  +8G7d+2M87+2N8li+2N89 
+d136+703e+7P116+3M':a +lU70t1N72+1N77-&l46 +8C84+2M89-eO72-8b13e 



RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION BF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  1 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

+cEOa+fClb+eDlf+pl22 +eE34+2~'I0+?157+IB59 +9~39+215d+c~57+2161 
+cEla+2~20+7N28+3&2a +6~3a+2~44+1~61+1~63 + a 1 9 1 + ~ ~ ~ g 2 + ~ ~ ~ 9 5 + ~ 9 6  
+gA31+7N3b+7M"+p47 +2~6g+1~6c+lo73+0R74 +a~7~+2086+2083+2C)88 
+dH41+3&45+7N'ld+3Q'lf +2~6a+3S6d+OR76-9M77 +819b+ffi9~+269d-8M78 
+g~lb+2~27+2&8c+lS8e +4~40+2S4c+lS95+1S97 + ~ M ~ ~ + ~ E C W O Q C ~ + O Q C ~  
+4U2&2S29+2R8d+3S8f +4~44+2~4e+1~96+1~98 +8~92+eHcl+CQc7+CQc8 
+9K3~+2Sje+2R92+0&99 +dO6~+3S71+1Ta7+1Ta9 +a186+eHca+0~cb-9Ccc 
+dH45+2~60+2~94-gM66 +7Vbd+3S72-51a8-b~5a +819~-51a2-cPa9-9~62 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

+fCOc+fCldteD20+7M24 +eBI(OtrB55+3159+315b +gE3b+215e+cB58+2162 
+eC20+7N24+7M2a+i'M2c +3T59+1R5b+1065+1067 +2~92+~~99+2~96+W1a 
+dC33+7M3d+j'M45+7M49 +106f+lB71+1076+1078 +8F7d+2687+2684+2(989 
+7N45+7N49+7MW+pl51 ilR76+1R78+0t979-8M4f +269c+CCP9f-e~78-8N49 
+gB3b+2Tje+2&92+2Q99 +dF6c+3T71+1Sa7+1Sa9 +aC86+eBca+(XPcb-9Jcc 
+cE58+2T62+2&96+2Qga +6~74+3~78+0~aa-bWg4 +aLcb+ORcc+Wcd-bIcl 
+8A7d+2&87+2Q9c+oQ9f +2Sac+CQbWo&b4-dQg +aBb8+DMce-fQbO-dQ87 
+8L84-da89-eO78-8M4g -5Jae-dO84-eo76-8M45 -51b0-dO87~eO71-8~3d 

FROM 3600 TO 37ff 



OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTI 
o i z ?  4 5 6 7  

3NS OF +4 VARIASLES FROM 3800 TB 39ff  
c d e f  

+d~69+2173+216f+2176 
+3Iab+lJad+30ac-aAae 
+2~a5+9oa7+?0a6-9Ba8 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES FROM 3aOO TO 3bf f  
c d e f  

+dA6b+2174+2170-dH77 



RICE UNIVEIZSITY STUDIES 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIF 
0 1 2 7  

ICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +It VARIABLES 

EQUNAWXCE CLASSIFICATION OF TFE FUNCTIONS OF +9 VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  1 5 6 7  8 9 2 b  

+eAOf+rA24+eA23+eA53 +eB44+fBjb+7L63+3167 tgE3~+6~62+cB5a+2166 
+eC"4+fc5b+7N63+7m67 +fE85+fCa0+31a3+3Ia'- +2Pa6+3Ia9+2Pa8-dG94 
+gF3~+6r462+cCga+6W66 +21a6+3Pa9+21a8-dRg'I +8E7f+21a2-!1S72-5~60 
+dD6d+m78+6M77-cQhr +3^Pb3-degd-fR76-8NLd +20b2-f09c-b~6d-c~45 
+bAL7+eE99+aWc2+lSdl +cF74+7Xa9+3Ud3-bUc2 +aC8FteBcc-6Ua9-dGgg 
+cE7b+Wag+3Td3-9Sc2 +dEaf-bWgd-2',Jd2-b!!93 -fKd4-fKcb-6ua7-dG92 
+a886+eCcc-6Tag-fQ99 +abld'l-f~cb-6Ta7-dR92 +aEaa-fHca-4S71-5S5e 
+8Aae-dO88-fR74-8M47 -5Jad-do83-eO73-8M43 -foac-dO86-eR6c-8N3b 

FROM 3eO0 TO 3ffP 
c d e f  

+d~6d+7Lj8-fG77-e~4f 
+3Ib3-fIgd-fG76-cH4d 
+2Ib2-fI9~-4V6d-c~45 
-f Ib l-dI9b-4S6a-cH41 
+8Dae-dJ88-fG74-c147 
-fIad-d383-fG73-8L'lj 
-fIac-d186-eC6~-8~3b 
-5Iab-bE7c-5S69-aA31 



OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIF 
0 1 2 3  

+bA02+2S09+4A2e+OSZf 

ICATION OF THE FUNCTI 
4 5 6 7  

+cQoi1+7SOa+6C3OtOU3 1 
+!+S07+2WOc+2E32+O'W33 
+4Al9+2El f+llA39+2Ek3 
+65 lb+3X20+653b+2E45 
+eQO5+7Tob+6C3 1 +2F35 
+4S08+2W0d+2E33+2E36 
+i+A la+ZE20+4A3a+2E44 
+6Blc+2E21+6B3~+2~46 

ONS OF +4 VARIABLES 

11 18 +aA30+21139+1E7a+ 1E7c +cQ32+2W3b+lE7b+lE7d +e039+f~57+717c+1~83 +eO3b+f~58+717d+lE8~+ 
Llg +eG32+2X3b+?ETb+lF7d +!:S37+2:13d+lE!?~.lP91 +7~jd+31,161+1E86+lE88 +7~je+W62+1E87-a5!?9 
4 la +cI39+fC57+fI7c+lF83 +7U5d+3X6 1+3E86+lPP8 +3E9 1+3Eg5+1Egb+lE9d +3F92+3F96+ 1E9c-9978 
41b +eJ3b+fG58+fI7d+lF8" +7U5e+3X62+3EP7-aC89 +3Eg2+3Eg6+3E9~-9C78 +3E99+3E9a+lE9f-bAh9 
41c +4S31+2W3a+3E7c+lE7e +4S33+2'ii3~+3F7d+lE7" +eR43+7Tjg+3F83+1E85 +eR45+7T5a+3F84-9A72 
4ld +6U33+2X3~+3E7d+3E7f +hS38+2\i?e+3E81+1E82 +7T5f+3W63+3F88+1ERa +7T60-8F6!:-cC89-bE3e 
41e +eG"3+7U59+3E83+3E85 +7U5f+3X63+3E89+3EEa +3E93+3E97+3E9d+lEge +3~9"dC98-fC78-8A4e 
41f + e G % + a + E 8 4 d A 2  +7U60-8E61t-ca8g-gE3e f3EgL-dB98-fB78-cAhe -eA66-8E2b-fAk9-8E13 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES FROM 4200 TO 43ff 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  c d e f  

+9AKI+fElg+eAZf+2H3f +cA19+2Hlf+6K39+2H43 +bC19+2G26+413ft2G&b +liIlf+2G28+4143+2G4d 
+eClg+2Qlf+4M39+2Q~3 +lS26+1S28+1S5d+lS5f +lG8b+OU8c+lG91+1G93 +3G8c+lH8d+lH92+1H94 
+gAlg+4M26+~M3f+4I14b +lQ8b+OS8ctlQgl+lQg3 +aS26teAbc+aS4b-bAcf +8Q8c+eWbd+gS93-bAa4 
+d11f+6028+'rP43+6~4d +lQ8c+lQ8d+lQg2+1Qgb +8G8c+eIbd+gU93-gCali +W&e+W&f+dWc2-bA67 
+bA2f+7'1139+2G68+OS69 +gM3f+3UL3+3G69+3G6b +9~39+2~5d+cO69+3G6f +dP43+2G5f+7J6b+3G70 
+d13f+3T1+3+7069+3R6b +lS!!b+lS!:d+OS6f+0570 +aG91+OU92+11ia5+OUa6 +0~93+0U94+lHa6-aB75 
+bK39+605d+8G69+706f +8Q9 l+mg2+ lQa5toTa6 +aS5d+cKcwbS6f -bAbb +8Q92+eMc 1+8Qa6-bA8a 
+d11+3+605f+cJ6b+7070 +2S93+OTg4+lQa6-aC75 +8H92+eLc1+8Ha6-9C8a +OWc2-9Ega+OWdO-aA48 



RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIBNS OF +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 1  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

+cAOa+fElb+eA34+2H40 +cAla+2H2WbK3a+2H44 +gDlb+2G27+4140+2G4~ 
+eFlf+3T22+3Q57+1559 +3~28+3~2a+l~61+1~63 +2U8c+lG8e+lG95+lG97 
+9A39+6N5d+cc69+7N6f +aQ91+OS92+1Ra5+OSa6 +aT5d+eAcWbT6f-dGbb 
+cD57+2Q61+6~73+3Q76 +osg5+mg6+OSa7-aDa8 +aGc5+0LJc6+0ud2-bDa3 
+9C31+7~3b+2~69+3~6c +9M41+3~45+2G6a+3G6d +9M3b+2~5e+736~+3G71 
+7W~i3+3~47+lS73+0v74 +3~4d+3ull~+oV76+0~77 +2V92+Ou99+1Ha7+lHa9 
+aA7~+2S86+2~ab+OSac +8~9b+OS9c+8Qbl+OSb2 +aQ86+eMca+8Qac-bAba 
+8K83+2S88+2~ad-bCae +2~9d-8~78+0Tb3-a~6d +aJcb-$!Ecc-5Wdk-bD88 

FROM 4600 TO 47ff 



OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS O F  BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES FROM 4800 TO 49ff 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 g a b  c d e f  

480 +8~0k+2Gl9+~~3C+2039 +8M07+2~lb+4132+2G3b +g~0a+6Jlf+c031+6~43 +e~oc+fa20+~033+6~45 
481 +8B3C+2U39+5C7a+lG7c +eQ32+2V3b+7C7b+lHj'd +c~39+fQ57+5~7~+7D83 +eN3b+f&58+7~7d+D84 
482 +aG19+5C8b+aU3g+5Cgl +dM26+7C8c+d~5d+7Dg2 +bRlf+eM8c+aS43+5C93 +dN28+7~8d+dN5f+7D94 
483 +aG39+7C91+9G7~+5Cgb +dM5d+7~92+5~86+7Cgc +bJ57+7C95+5C83+5Cgd +d~61+7~96+5~88-b~78 

+bMOa+fRIf+eM39+7557 +cQ0c+fR20te~3b+7~58 +aOOe+fO22+eM3a+fP59 +fOOf+fO23+eM3c+fP5a $; +803 1+6~43+7~7c+7~83 +eQ33+6~45+7C7d+7C84 +cM3a+f Q59+5C7e+7C85 +eN3c+f Q5a+7C7f -bB72 
+aJlf+cM8c+gQ57+5~95 +dM28+7~8d+dN61+7~96 +b022+5~8e+gQ59+5C97 +d~2a+7~8f+d~63-9~98 
+aJ43+7C93+5D83+7Cgd +dM5f+7Cg!++5~88-bF78 +gP59+7Cg7+5C85+5Cge +dM63+7~98+5C8a-aB4e 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIF 
0 1 2 - 3  

ICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 

4a8 
"9 
Laa 
1.a~ 
4ac 
),ad 
llae 
llaf 



RICE UNIVEKSITY STUDIES 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIn'ICATION OF TFE FUNCTIC 
0 1 7 7  4 5 6 7  

ERU~VALJUCC CLASSI"ICPTIi~'1 O? T E  "UNCTIO4S On' +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 3  b r 6 7  9 9 a b  

+cAOb+61~2Otc33 'j+6xt ' +CA lc+2~i23+bL3c+2Y'l8 +g~lc+&129+111li2+lr'f4e 
leP"3+7Xj9+CD?3+1GqS +3~5^+3~63+3wPR+lG8a +3G93+3G97+3GgdslGge 
+bE'3+eD9?~9WioleDa6 +aQ93+cOc2+9Se6+1GdO +aT5?+cBcl+bT70-dG8a 
+gA73+7i!a7+dCad+7i-Ib3 +3Qd2-'0d3+ 10dli-aDa6 +aGd2-f Icd-?Gar-dG85 
+gC35+2G>?+6J6o+2G7!~ +g ' i ' 2+2~5a+6~6d+2G7j  +gM3~+6J62+d06d+7378 
+dC6b+Zu7~+3Gad+3Gaf +2U70-dT77+3Gae-dT70 +2Va6+3Gag+3Gb3-fGgd 
+aA83+eFcb+8Rad-g0dL +aQgd-1 Rag-'Ru3-dSa6 +aQSq-f1cc-fGae-dHe8 
+qBad-gEdl+3Ada-oCad -6Qaf-d~7ll-h5ad-aF6b -"Ida-gEcb-fGad-bDW 

PROM 4eOO TB 'iff: 

9e8  
lie9 
Ilea 
11 e.0 
liec 
4ed 
4ee  
4ef 



5 18 
519 
5ja 
ilb 

528 
529 
528 
52b 
izc 

OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +'r VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

+eCOa+fFlb+c~31\+6~40 +eElf+3U22+3H57+lV59 +b~3g+2~5d+c~69+3~6f 
+ecla+2Q2m4M3a+2Q'r,i +3~28+1~2a+1~61+1S63 +8~91+0~92+1~a5+0~a6 
+g~lb+'rn27+~M4mJtM4c +2S8c+lQ8e+lQ95+1Q97 +aUjd+c~cM-b~6f-b~bb 
+4~2a+602g+b~4L+60be +3~8d+1~8~+1~96-b~98 +8cg2+e1cl+8Ga6-b~8a 
+g~31+7~3b+606g+3~6c +7~43+3~47+OS73+OS711 +8~7~+2~86+2Gab+ouac 
+d1!+1+3~'tj+6062+3R6d +3~'4d+lSLf+OS76+OS77 +8Ggb+0~9ct8Gbl+OUb2 
+9~3b+685e+d~6~+7671 +2Sg2+2Sgg+lQa7+1Qa9 +aG86+e1ca+8Ga~-9~ba 
+d145+606~+706d+7872 +2S9'r-du66-5Ha8-bP5a +8Ggc-5Ga2-5Gb2-bC7f 

FROM 5200 TO 53ff 



RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 2 7  i i c . 6 7  R Q a h  

FROM 5400 TO 55Pf 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES FROM 5600 TO 57ff 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  c d e f  

560 +fEOc+fEld+eA4OtfA55 +eE213t?U24+3H59+3~5b +9D3b+2H5e+dBbc+3H71 +cA58+2H62+6K74+3H78 
561 +eF2W3T24+3Q59+3Q5b +7W2a+lS2c+lS65+1~67 +2U92+2U99+1Ga7+1Ga9 +2U96+2U9a+lGaa-bK94 
562 tgA3b+bN5e+dCbc+7N71 +2T92+OSgg+lRa7+1Ra9 +aE%+eAca+E~ac-b~ba +aNcb-9Gcc-5Udil-bL88 
563 +cD58+2Q62+6N74+3Q78 +2T96+0SgatlRaa-bN94 +aKcb-gRcc+OSd4-bMs8 +OScd-bHcl-5Wd2-bA5f 
564 +dE33+7W?d+lS6r+lS71 +7~45+3~4g+lv76+lv78 +8C7d+2U87+2Gac+2GbO 18N84-dS89+2Gae-bK84 
565 +7W45+3T49+1S76+1S78 +pW+lS51+OS79-8W4f +2U9c+OU9f+OUb4-dU9c -eS78-cTkg-eS76-8W45 
566 +8B7d+PS87+2Qac+2QbO +2Sgc+OSgf+OSb4-dSgc taAb8+OSce+OSd5-bAb8 -5Qb0-dS87-5Qac-bB7d 
567 +8K84+2S89-5Gae-bN84 -ev8-~~49-e~76-8~h5 -5Gb0-dU87-5Gac-bC7d -eS71-8W3d-eS6f-aE33 

568 +aA28+cHbd+bE95+8Ed7 +9C8d+cQbf+gDc7+6Jd8 +a~6l+eOc6+bFa7-d~cd +8#96-dJc8-8Ad3-9L96 
569 +9B8d+eObf+gAc7-aNd8 +dEbf+3Sd6+OWd9-aEbf +aLc7+1Ud9+1Udb-bLc7 +9Nd8-9Gbf-8Ac7-aB8d 
56a +aB61+~1~6+bEa7-9Ncd +aMc7+3Sdg+lTdb-bMc7 +aEal+oEdc-5Wbli-dEal +a~cd-d1~6-cEa7-9~61 
56b +BL96+eJc8+9Adl-gM96 -5Jd8-bQbf-8DcT-aCed +aHcd-dOc6-c~a7-9C61 -fEd7-bHbd-cE95-bA28 
56c +aA5f+cHcl+aWd2-fScd +RN9"ffSa-6Raa-dT96 +aM88+eRcc-fSd4-9Kcb -4Q78-5862-5N74-dD58 
56d +8K9"dU9a-6Gaa-dU96 -eS67-eS2c-eS65-8~2a -6Gag-du99-6Ga7-dU92 -4Q5b-cT24-4Q59-9F20 
56e +aL88+eGcc+aUd4-9Ncb -6~a9-fS99-6Ra7-d~92 +aIba-fAca-fEac-dE86 -4~71-5N5e-eC60-8A3b 
56f -4H78-5H62-5K74-dA58 -4H5b-cU24-LH59-9E20 -4H71-5H5e-eB6c-8D3b -eA55-8Eld-fA40-8EOc 

570 +:Eod+fEle+eA42+fA56 +eE21+3U25+3H5a-bG5c +dA45+2H6W7K6d+3H72 +6~5a+~H64+3H75-aG46 
571 +eF21+3T25+3Q5a+3Q5c +W2b+lS2d+lS66-bS25 +2U94-gT66-5Fa8-bR5a +2~98-9UZb-cX94-aG21 
572 +dD45+6N6W7N6d+7N72 +2T94-9U66-5Ea8-b05a +8Egc-5Ea2-5Eb2-917f -cXa9-9U62-5Ea6-aJ3c 
573 +6N5a+2Q64+6N75-aR46 +2T98-bS2b-cW94-a~21 -cWag-gT62-5Fa6-a83c -cW97-bS2g-cW93-aJlc 
574 +dE36+7W3e+lS7WlS72 +7X46+3U4a+lV7-8~46 +8C84+2U89-5Eae-bJBli -e~72-8~3e-e~j'C-aG36 
575 +7W46+3T4a+lS77-8T46 +7W50-bS 15-fW1lf-as10 -eX78-8T49-eX76-8T45 -fT4e-9U13-fTlid-aUGd 

+8B8"2T89-5Fae-b084 -eW78-8U49-eW76-8~45 -5Eb0-dW87-5Eac-bJ7d -eT71-8~3d-eT6f-aG33 
-eU72-8S3e-eU70-aQ36 -fU&e-gS13-fU'id-aSOd -eU71-8S3d-eU6f-a&33 -fS4c-bS12-fS4b-aSC8 



528 
5a9 
jaa 
5ab 
Sac 
5ad 
jae 
jaf 

i b 0  
ibl 
jb2 
5b-i 

Sbd 
5be 
',b? 

OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE PUNCTIC 
n i 7  h c , h 7  

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

+aBOe+fB22+cC3a+fA59 +eB22+eB52+7K61+3H65 +bC3a+6K61+cB6a+7K76 
+eC3a+fF59+dC7e+7M& +7~61+3~65+1~al+l~a3 +3Ha5+3Ha7+1Gbl+lGb3 
+b~22+5#8e+9Fj9+7M97 +7Mbe+7Mc3+3Pc7+1Ocg +a~61+c~c6+bX76-d~a3 
+9~59+5M97+5M85+jMge +3Qc7+3Qcg+lOcd-bMg7 +b~a7-dOcd-5Vb3-b~85 
+9~3a+bX61+2~a5+3~a7 +cF59+2U65+2Ha7+2Haa +8C7e+2Gal+2Gb1+2Gbir 
+8~6a+7~76+gGbl+lVb3 +6~76+2~79+3~bi-g~76 +a~b1+2Ub4+CGb5-d~bl 
+aK6l+eCc6+bHa7-9Ocd +aPc7+1Sdg+lSdb-bPc7 +aGal+CGdc-5Ub4-dGal 
+oK76-jGa3-5Gb3-9i485 -5~aa-d~65-j~a?'-bFjg -5Gb4-5Gal-5Gbl-9C7e 

FROM 5a00 TO 5bff 
c d e f  

+cA59+2~65+6K76+2H79 
+2Ua7+3Haa+lGb4-9~76 
+aQc7+31dg-cHaa-dH65 
+CGdb-bQc7-5Ua7-bA59 
+8~85+2~a3+2Gb3-8~76 
+2Vb3-8~76-eGbl-aBba 
+aOcd-dCc6-cHa7-gK6 1 
-cua7-gXG 1 -5~a5-aC3a 



RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES 

EQUIVALEWCZ CLASSIF 
0 1 ? 7  

FROM 5COO TO 5dff 
c d e r  

+ g ~ l ~ 2 + 2 ~ 5 a + 2 t i 7 ~ 2 i r ( 7  
+6~6d+7S7j-iCae-d170 
+8Bgd-J!Oag-~Iaf-d174 
-4003-dJa6-cIad-aK6b 
+d~'l6-5R64-5075-505a -4~.6e-c~'~6-5R6d-c~112 

-h~78-jR62-5074-d1je 
-eSbd-8\13c-jR6b-a~3 5 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUlvCTI 
0 1 2 9  4 5 6 7  c d e "  

+cA5a+2~66-f~77-c i4f  
-6Pa8-dJg4-f~76-~14d 
-6Pag-fI99-fJ74-cH47 
-6Pa7-dJ92-eG71-8K47 

5e9 
j e a  
5eb 
Sec 
5ed 
5ee 
j e f  



OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS O F  BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 

EQUIVALENCE CLPSSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS CP +'I VARIABLES ~~oi.1 6000 TO 61cf 
0 1 2 3  6 7  8 9 2 3  c d e f  

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICLTIBN OF TVF FUNCTIOUS CP +'- VPRIABLCS 
0 1 2 3  4 5 0 7  S g a b  

+~fioz+fClf+c~31+6~~'3 +cA39+!'E57+"A7~+7L" +o~lf+eA8ctaW~:3+5K97 
+cDlb+6N22+4i.l3b+6N117 +3Tjd+3T61+3Q86+1~88 +bU8~+3Ibe+9V92+3Ic2 
+gA1a+Ln28+'M'l+SM1ld +3Q91+3Q9i+1'29b+lQ9d ~aU28+cCbd+aUid-dQ& 
rd~20+602a+~lPi5+66"'. +3R92+jR96+1Q9~-9P17? +8~P.dteIbf+9~911-9N67 
+bA3L+?R57+9C69+7073 +gC6g+?T73+1Qao+lQad +aQ57+cAcj+aS73+cKd2 
+ d i ~ 0 + 3 ~ ~ 9 + ~ ~ 6 ~ + 7 ~ 7 4  +2T6'+2T76+lQac-aFae +aG9T+eLc7+8Ht7-bId3 
+0~3~+606l+8~6a+7076 +3Qa5+3Ra7+10bl+lQb3 +a~6l+cKc6+bV76-d~a3 
+dI!l!4+6063+cJ6d-8N77 43RaG-9CanilQbP-bC6d +@H96-dAc8+8Ha8-9N63 

FRCrrii 6200 TO 63ff 
c d e f  

+9~57+7~95+ jK83+j~gd 
+10cj+lGc7+1Jcb-bLag 
+bS95+6Ad7+9Sgd-bAao 
+gUc7+6Ad8-5Ta9-bDjb 
+bN73+cAd2+gRad-9Aaf 
+g~d2-gPaa-&Jd4-s97i: 
+bsa7-dccd-5Tb3-bA@ 
+gud3-9Eg6-cQa6-aDk$ 



RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIF1CA;PION OF THE FUNCTIOI'iS OF iL VARIABLES 
0 1 2  1 5 6 7  8 q a b  

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION BF THE PLiNCTIOh'S OF F VARIABLES FROM 6600 TO 671": 
0 1 2 3  1 1 5 6 7  8 9 a b  c d e f  

+aCCe+fC22+eA3a+?D59 +cA?a+fE59+dA7e+7K85 +bC22+5K8e+gE59+5K97 +9D59+7K97+5K85+5Kge 
+eC22+eC52+7N61+7N65 +7r61+3T65+3Qal+lRa3 +7Kbe+lGc3+3Ic7+3Ic9 +3Hc7+1Gcg+lGcd-bK97 
+9A3a+6N61+cCba+7~76 +3Qa5+3Qa7+3Qbl+lRo3 +ai.16l+eAc6+bW76-dRa3 +bTa7-9Gcd-5Sb3-9K85 
+cDi9+6N65+6~76+6h79 +2Ta7+3Qaa+3Qb?-gN76 +aHc7+1Odg-cQaa-9N65 +lOdb-bHc7-5Ta7-bDjg 
+bA3a+6!461+2~a5+3~a7 +8C6a+TJ76+bQbl+lSb? +aN6l+cAc6+bQa7-dGcd +bN76-5Ra3-5Rb?-bK85 
+cE59+2T65+2Qa7+2~aa +61#J76+2T79+1Sb4-9H76 +aIc7+3Ud9+OSdb-bIc7 -5Qaa-dT65-jQa7-bE59 
+8A7e+2Qal+2Qol+ZQoii +aQa1+2Sb~~+OQb5-dQol +aQal+CQdc-5Sbh-dQal -5Qb4-5Qal-5Qbl-9A7e 
+8K85+2Ra3+2~b3-EN76 t2Sb3-9W76-cQol-aC6a +a~cd-dAc6-cQa7-9N61 -cTa7-9W61-jQa5-a~3a 



OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIF 
0 1 2 3  

+a~07+?A26+8E32+f~5d 
+8A32+fC5d+dCj'b+P186 
+aHlb+5I.l8c+aU3b+gN92 
+aH3b+5M92+9G7d+5Mgc 
+aIlb+5W8c+bS5d+5Ec5 
+aI3b+5X92+bC86+5Bcb 
+aC22+5Abe+bV61+5Ec7 
+aC!17+5Ac2+gH88-gDag 

ICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

+8C32+fBjd+dA7b+7K86 +aQlb+jK8c+aT3b+5K92 
+dE7b+7~86+5~b6+lcb8 +bC5d+5Ac5+9U86+5Ecb 
+bO5di5Cc5+bS86+5Fcb +aS22+5Ebe+aS47+5Ec2 
+9186+5Acb+5Bb8-acbG cbC6 1+5Bc7+9U85-9Ca9 
+aF'3b+gW92+gQ86+5Ccb +aO22+5Cbe+bS61+5Fc7 
+9J?d+5'igc+jAb8-aEbO +b~61+5Ac7+bCa1+5Bcd 
+bO61+5~~7+gQal+j~cd +aC52+5~~3+bS65+5Ec9 
+9188-9~agijAba-b~71 +bC65+5Acg+9Ha3-9C97 

FROM 6800 TO 69ff 
c d e f  

+aQ3b+jL92+9R7d+5K9c 
+bO86+5Dcb+5Cb8-aAbO 
+bR6 1+5Cc7+9T88-9Ba9 
+gIal+5Acd+5Eba-bA71 
+a047+5~~2igQ88-9Aa9 
+gP88-9Fag+5Cba-bB71 
+b06:+5Cc9+9Qa3-9A97 
+91a3-gE97+5Abo-aA4c 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIF 
0 1 2 3  

+aEGc+fA28+8E33+fA5? 
+cD3b+f~6 1 +dC7d+Pl88 
+bE2WcC8d+aX!:5+5N94 
+gA58+5Mg6+5N84-dQ78 
+bA!+WeE95+aS6f+7WdZ 
+8B6c+eFa7+9Gac-4Sd4 
+aH59+cDc7+aV76-dRaa 
+bK7':-dAd?+gCae-8N7b 

ICATlON OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
4 5 6 7  B g a b  

+cA3b+rB61+dB7di7L88 ibP2WcB8d+aW45+5K9li 
+fE86+f~al+fAb8+31ba +bU92+7Lc7+oUgc-dGa9 
+bT92+7Mc7+9Sgc-dRag +a!32a+8Eb?+aW':f-5S67 
+7Ncb+7Ncd-cQbO-gN71 +bU96+':Nd8-5S78-dQ5b 
+8C6c+eEa7+bQac+3Udb +aQ59+c~c7+aS76-dCaa 
+dEac+7I4b':+lSdj-aEac +aCa7+3~db-6lJb':-dCa7 
+aRa7+3Tdb-!+Sb':-dRa7 +aS65-2~dg-&S79-5S65 
-c~d4-g~a7-c~ac-b~6c ia~aa-dAc7-5~76-dQ59 

FROM 6aoo TB 6bff 



RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES 

LQUIVALIvCE CLASSIPICATIOh OF Th? FUNCTIONS OF +' VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  1 . 5 0 7  " g a b  

taCOc+fB?P+c33btfPhl +8C33+t'35"tdA7d+71iP" + o c 2 w c ~ @ d + g i ; j R + 5 ~ 9 6  
+cE3b+fF61+rC86+rCai +dF7d+7X88tfSbe+lGba +oP92+7Kc7+7Lcb+?Icd 
+bBhwecg +RF6c+eDa7 +aO6r+pld2+gSac-!lOd!, +aTjg+cBc7tbil7i+cBd3 
+8A6c+eCa7+dCac+T4b" tbIac+3Qd!.-?ildj-aCac +aJa7-214db-cQdL-gCa7 
+bD2wcF8d+bQg2+7Xc7 +ablJi5+SW9'+oQgc-dSag tal.r2at"Cbf+bQ96-eCd8 
+gB58+5X96+oOcb+3Tcd +908~+-dT78-6QoO-dT71 +bP96-2MdP+oOcd-aCd7 
+aI5g+cEc7+aSa7-2Ndo ta076-bRal-6QbL-dSa7 +aO65-2Mdg+oRaa-dEc7 
+oL7'i-dBd3+0Od4-9Da7 +9Jae-8!174-eSac-bF6c taJaa-dBc7-8Jfld2-9C95 

FROX 6cO0 TO 6d:r 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIC INS OF +4 VARIABLES FROM 6 6 e 0  TO 6 f f f  
c d e f  

+gDja-fI98-fC72-eCke 
-f 129-f 197-fG71-eC4c 
-f1a8-f196-fG6d-c~44 
-f1a7-f195-fGhc-c~40 
+bN77-:063-fJ6d-c141 
-407J t -5~59- f~6c-c IkO 
-4676-jo61-eG6a-8K3a 
-4073-5R57-eG69-aA34 



OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATlON OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

+8AO5+2Qla+4i431+2Q3a +4U31+2S3a+3Q7c+lQ7e +o~3f+eA9l+bu69+7Aa5 
+e~o8+2Rtc+6033+2R3c +LU33+2Sjc+3R7d+lQ7f +bG4o+eK93+8H6f+7Aa6 
+c10b+602M.c~35+6O44 +eH43+7V5g+fL83clQ85 +bG43+eL92+8H6b+eLa6 
+c1od+fJ2r+e136+6046 +eH4j+7V5a+fLSb-gi472 +9Hhd+eL9h8H70-8M75 
+c~0b+6~2M.e1~3+7059 +cG35+6~44+f~83+3S85 +b~'43+eK92+9H73+7Aa7 
+eGOd+fG21+eI45+705a +cG36+6V46+fti84-dU72 +gIkd+eK94+cK76+7Aa8 
+eG0f+fG24+eI44tfI5b +eH'ili+fH5b+fK85+7AaO +bG47+eK99+~~74+7Aag 
+e~lM.fC25+eIli6+fI5c +eH46-5~5~-5G72-bC56 +d~4f-5~66-5~77-d~5a 

FROM 7000 TO 71ff 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTTONS OF +4 VARIABLES FROM 7200 TO 73ff 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  c d e f  

+gAOb+6N2OtcC35+6N44 +eE43+7W59+fA83+3Q85 +bFli3+eA92+8E6b+eAa6 +cA73+7Ka7+dBad+7Lb3 
+cDlc+6N23+4M3~+6NL8 +3Tjf+3T63+3Q88+3Q8a +8G93+eIc2+9Va6+31dO +lGd2+1Cd3-61d4-aAa6 
+gAlc+4M29+4M42+&1.14e +3Q93+3Q97+3Qgd+lQge +aU5f+cCcl+bU70-dQ8a +aQd2-PMcd-fQaf-dB85 
+dI21+602b+&P46+6050 +3Rg4-d098-f078-8M4e +8Cg4-dO9a-fo75-8~48 -61aa-d096-e~74-8~44 
+gB35+2R58+dJ6b+2~74 +dF6b+ZT74+3Rad+lQaf +aD83+eEcb+8Gad+eIdh +8Cad+eEd4-2Ada-bBad 
+dI42+2R'ja+606d+7o75 +2T7W2T77-4Gae-dU70 +8Ggd-4Gag-4Gb3-dVa6 -4Gaf-dU74-4Gad-aE6b 
+gL3~+6062+dJ6d+7678 +2Sa6+3Rag+3Rb3-dQgd +aH88+eIcc+EGae-dB88 +aOdh-9Fcb-fRad-bA83 
+dI46-5J6!1-4J6e-cP'r6 -5C75-5G5a-5J6d-8M'i2 -4J78-5J62-eo6d-8F13c -5G74-5G58-5J6b-aC35 



RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
n i p ?  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

FROM 7400 TO 75ff 
c d e f  

+BDbb+eBab+dAad+7Kb? 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES FReM 7600 TO 77ff 
0 1 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  c d e f  

760 +eCOf+fC24+eD44+fD5b +eE44+fE5b+fA85+fAaO +bC47+eAgg+cB74+7La9 +cA74+7Kag+dAaf-bK9d 
761 +eC23+eC53+7N63+7N67 +7'>163+3T67+3Qa3+3~a4 +aKc2+1Gdl+31d3-bIc2 +3Hd3-9Gc2-2Kd2-bK93 
762 +9A3c+6N62+dC6d+7N78 +2Ta6+3Qa9+3Qb3-f~9d +aE88+eDcc+8Fae-dR88 -fMd4-9Gcb-fQad-bL83 
763 +cD5a+6N66+6N77-eOkf -6Ia8-dOg4-fO76-8M4d -6Iag-dO99-fO74-8N47 -6Ia7-dO92-fO73-8N43 
7 6 ~  +9B3~+6W62+2Qa6+3Ta9 +dFbd+7W78+3Tb3-d~9d +aD88+eEcc+aWd4-9Jcb +8Cae-dS88-Wad-bK83 
765 +cE5a+ZT66-6Ha8-dV94 -fV77-cUbf-fV76-c~4d -6~ag-fu99-6~a7-dv92 -fV74-cT47-eS73-8W43 
766 +887f+2Qa2+2Qb2-fQgc +2Sb2-fSgc-fQbl-dQgb +aAba-fMca-fQac-dQ86 -Sac-dS86-5Qab-bA7c 
767 -4G72-5G60-4~6d-c~45 -4G6d-cU45-4G6a-8~41 -4G71-5G5e-bJ6c-8M3b -4G6c-8X3b-5G69-aC31 



OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIC 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  

+aAOctfC28+cC3btfD61 +cF3b+fE6l+fA86+fAal 
+8A33+fC5f+dD7d+7N88 SdE7dS7W88ifCb813Qba 
+bB2O+cD8d+gF58+5~996 +bI92+7Nc7+bGcb+7Mcd 
+aK45+5M94+9G84-dP78 +bI9c-dOa9-6Ib0-9M71 
+bA2O+cE8d+bH92+7Wc7 +gC58+5W96+bJcb+3Ucd 
+aL45+5X94+gGg~-dVag +9J84-du78-4Gbo-dU7i 
+aK2a+8Abf +bH96+8Gd8 +b196+8Jd8+bGcd-a~d7 
+aK4f-5C67-5578-555b -5G78-5G5b-jG71-bC55 

3NS OF +4 VARIABLES 
8 9 a b  

+b~4O+e~g5+8~6c+eAa7 
+aGbf+7Kd2+bUac+3Id4 
+au59+cCc7+bX74+cCd3 
+aG76-43aa-eoae-8M7h 
+aP59+cFc7+aVa7+3Hdb 
+a~76-4caa-4Gb4-dVa7 
+aG65-2~dg+bGaa-dFc7 
-Q79-5G65-5~76-dP59 

FROM 7800 TO 79ff 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS BP +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

+bBor+fc2a+cC3c+f~63 +e~47+f~65+fA88+fAa3 +bF44+e~96+8~6d+e~a8 
+c~3c+fC63+dC7f+??48a +fF88+fFa3+fCba+plbb +bua6-61d3-6Ub2-4Va6 
+bB23+5~8f+9~5a+5~98 +plc2+7Mc9-fQa9-f&97 +a~63+c~c8-4~77-5S63 
+9~5a+5M98-fO72-e04e -f~a9-dO97-f071-8M4c -f~a8-f~96-f~6d-c~44 
+bA44+eF$+bHa6-6~d3 +gC74+e~aa-2Wd4-4Sd2 +aC85+eBcd-b~b3-4Va7 
+8Bbd+eFa8-4Gb2-4Ga6 +dEae-d~76-4Gac-dU6f -6Hb3-4Ga7-4Gbl-4Ga5 
+aK63+c~c8+b~a8-f~96 -fMdj-fMcT-fQaT-fQ95 +aHa3-f~c6-4~76-5S61 
-4377-5J63-fO6d-cP44 -4~74-5G59-556c-8M40 -4~76-5~6l-eo6a-8M3a 

c h e f  



RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 g a b  

+bAof+fE2a+e~l+7+f~65 +c~3c+f~63+fB88+fBa3 +bC44+e~96+9~74+e~aa 
+cE3c+fF63+fc88+fca3 +dE7f+PI8a+fEba+lSbb +bPa6-6~d3-2Kd4-4Gd2 
+bB'ik+eCg6+9~74+e~aa +bIa6+7~d3+7~d4-6Qd2 +aE85+e~cd+8Eaf-dEd2 
+8Abd+eCa8+dDae-dP76 -61b2-4~a6-61ac-9~6f -6Ib3-4Ja7-6Iad-8M73 
+bA23+5W8f+pfc2+pfc9 +gC5a-fTg8-fTag-dS97 +aM63+cFc8+aTd3-fWc7 
+gB5a-fUg8-fUa9-fU97 -fS72-eS4e-fS7l-eS4c +bPa8-rU96-rUa7-rU95 
+aL63+eEc8+aud3-fXc7 +bIa8-fT96-fTa7-dS 5 +aIa3-fWc6-fWd2-dEc5 
-4G77-5G63-4G74-5359 -fV6d-cU44-5G6c-cU?O -4G76-5061-4~73-5357 

FROM 7cC0 TO 7dff 

EQUIVALENCE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF +4 VARIABLES 
0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8 9 a b  

+aAl4+fAZc+eA48+fA67 +eB48+f~67+fA8a+fAa4 +bC48+eAga+cB75-fH94 
+ec48+fc67+fc8a+fca4 +f~8a+r~ak+fAbb+fAcf -2Kd0-fKc2-6Ua6-dG93 
+bB48+eCga+cC75-fQglI -2~dO-f~c2-6Ta6-fQg3 +aE8a-fKc1-4S70-5S5f 
+gA75-f~g4-f070-e04d -61a6-dog3-fO6f-8M4b -fPab-fP92-fRbb-cQ43 
+bA48+eEga-2wdo-fLlc2 +9~75-f~g4-6Qa6-d~93 +a~8a-f~cl-fHa6-f~92 
+gB75-f~94-6~a6-fU93 -fS70-e~4d-fSbf-eS4b -fua6-fU92-6Ha5-dG91 
+a~8a-f~c 1 -f Qa6-f Q92 -f Tab-f ~92-6Qa5-f Qg 1 +a~bb-f ~c0-4~6f-5S5d 
-4070-5C5f-436b-cP43 -4~6b-c~43-4G69-8M3f -4~6f-5G5d-fO69-8M39 

FROM ye00 TO 7fff 
c . d  e f 

+c~75-f 194-fG70-eG4d 
-6pa6-f193-f~6f-e~4b 
-f 126-f 192-fG6b-cH43 
-61a5-f I9 1-4S69-c~3f 
-4070-505f-fJ6b-cI43 
-4~6b-cT43-4669-cI3f 
-4Obf-505d-fG69-8K39 
-rs69-8W39-4G68-aA2f 



APPENDIX E 

SYNTHESIS COEFFICIENTS FOR + 1 VARIABLES 

COUNT DESIGNATION CROSS GAIN A B C D BIAS 
HEX DECIMAL NUMBER BACK 2--1 

01 +I 00 NULL 

02 +2 01 SINGLE VARIABLE 

SYNTHES I S  COEFFICIENTS FOR +2 VARIABLES 

COUNT DESIGNATION CROSS GAIN A B C D BIAS 
HEX DECIMAL NUMBER BACK 2--7 

01 +I 0000 NULL 

03 +3 001 1 SINGLE VARIABLE 



RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES 

S Y N T H E S I S  C O E F F I C I E N T S  FOR +3 V A R I A B L E S  

COUNT DES IGNATION CROSS G A I N  A B C D B I A S  
HEX DECIMAL NUMBER BACK 2--1 

01 + I  0000 0000 NULL 

06 $6 0000 11  1 1  S I N G L E  VARIABLE 



OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 9 7 

SYNTHES I S  COEFFIC IENTS FOR +4 VARIABLES 

COUNT DESIGNATION CROSS GAIN A B C D BIAS 
HEX DECTMAL NUMBER BACK 2--1 



9 8 RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES 

SYNTHESIS COEFFICIENTS FOR +4 VARIABLES 

COUNT DESIGNATION CROSS GAIN A B C D BIAS 
HEX DECIMAL NUMBER BACK 2--1 

1 6  +22 0000 0000 1117  1 1 1 1  S INGLE VARIABLE 



OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 9 9 

SYNTHESIS COEFFIC IENTS FOR +4 VARIABLES 

COUNT DESIGNATION CROSS GAIN A B C D BIAS 
HEX DECIMAL NUMBER BACK 2--1 



100 RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES 

S Y N T H E S I S  C O E F F I C I E N T S  FOR +4 VARIABLES 

COUNT DESIGNATION CROSS G A I N  A B C D BIAS 
HEX DECIMAL NUMBER BACK 2--1 



OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 101 

SYNTHESIS COEFFIC IENTS FOR +4 VARIABLES 

COUNT DES IGNATION CROSS GAIN A B C D BIAS 
HEX DECIMAL NUMBER BACK 2--1 



102 RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES 

SYNTHESIS COEFFICIENTS FOR +4 VARIABLES 

COUNT DES IGNATION CROSS GAIN A B C D BIAS 
HEX DECIMAL NUMBER BACK 2--1 



OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 103 

SYNTHESIS C O E F F I C I E N T S  FOR +4 VARIABLES 

COUNT DESIGNATION CROSS GAIN A B C D B I A S  
HEX DECIMAL NUMBER BACK 2--1 

68 +lo4 000000l l  11000000 -1 + I  + I  -0 -2 
+3 -1 +1 +1 -0 -1 

69 +lo5 O O O O O O ~ I  I I O O O O O ~  + I  -2 -2 -1 -3 
+3 + I  -1 -1 -0 -1 

6c +lo8 ooooooi i  i i o o o i i o  + I  -2 -2 +l -3 
+5 +2 -1 -2 +1 -2 



104 RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES 

SYNTHESIS COEFFICIENTS FOR +4 VARIABLES 

COUNT DES IGNATION 
HEX DECIMAL NUMBER 

71 1 3  0000 0011 1101 0110 

CROSS GAIN 
BACK 2--1 

A B C D BIAS 



OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 105 

SYNTHES I S  COEFFICIENTS FOR +4 VARIABLES 

COUNT DESIGNATION CROSS GAIN A B C D BIAS 
HEX DECIMAL NUMBER BACK 2--1 

8f + I 4 3  0000 01 IO 1001 01 1 1  -2 + I  +2 -3 -1 
+2 -0  +1 + I  -1 -0 

9 0  +144 oooo 01 l o  loo1  I l i t  -1 +O + I  -1 -0 
+2 - 0  +I + I  -1 -0 



106 RICE UNIVERSITY STUDlES 

SYNTHES IS  C 3 E F F I C  I E N T S  FOR +4 V A R I A B L E S  

COUNT D E S  I G N A T I O N  C R O S S  G A I N  A B C D B I A S  
HEX D E C I M A L  NUMBER BACK 2--1 

91 +I45 00000110 1011 0000 +2 -0 - 1  +1 - 1  
+2 +O - 1  -1 +I -0 

+O +2 - 1 -1 -0 +O + I  

92 +I46 0000 Of I0 101 I 0001 + I - 2 - 1 + 2  -1 
+2 + I  -0 -1 + I  -0 

+O +2 + I  + I  -0 4-0 +l 

93 +147 000001101011 0010 -1 -3 -2 +2 + I  
+5 -1 -2 -3 +3 + I  

+O +2 $1 + I  -0 +O + I  

94 +148 0000 01 l o  1011 001 1 +2 -1 + I  -1  +2 
+4 +2 -1 + I  +t  +2 

+O +2 + I  -0 +I +I $0 

95 +149 00000110 t o l l  0100 4-0-2 -1 + I  - 1  
3 + I  -1  -1 + I  -0 

$0 +2 + I  + I  -0 +o +'t 

96 +150 0000 01 1 0  1 0 1 1  0101 + I  -3 -1 +2 -2 
+3 + I  -1  -1  + I  -0 

+o +2 + l  + 1  -0 +O + I  

97 +I51 0000 0110 101 1 01 10 -1 -2 +2 +3 +1 
+4 + I  -1 +2 +2 + I  



OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 197 

SYNTHES I S  CBEFFIC IENTS FOR +4 VARIABLES 

COUNT DESIGNATION CROSS GAIN A B C D BIAS 
HEX DECIMAL NUMBER BACK 2--1 



108 RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES 

SYNTHESIS COEFFICIENTS FOR +4 VARIABLES 

COUNT DES IGNATION 
HEX DECIMAL NUMBER 

bl +I77 00000111 1111 0000 

CROSS GAIN 
BACK 2--1 

A B C D BIAS 



OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS O F  BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 109 

S Y N T H E S I S  C O E F F I C I E N T S  FOR +4 V A R I A B L E S  

COUNT D E S I G N A T I O N  
HEX D E C I M A L  NUMBER 

c l  +193 0001 0110 lo00 1011 

C R O S S  G A I N  
BACK 2--1 

A B C D B I A S  



110 RICE UNIVERSITY STUDIES 

S Y N T H E S I S  C O E F F I C I E N T S  F O R  +4 V A R I A B L E S  

COUNT D E S I G N A T I O N  C R O S S  G A I N  A B C D B I A S  
HEX D E C I M A L  NUMBER BACK 2--1 
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